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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigated the process of lexical access in spoken word production
by using a picture naming task which involves very similar processes. Experiment 1
showed that significant repetition priming effect was obtained in this task when the prime
was heavily masked and was unavailable to conscious report. In addition, the repetition
effect was independent of word frequency. However, a pattern of frequency attenuated
priming effects was obtained in Experiment 2 when the prime was unmasked and was
named about 10 minutes previously. These results suggest that the masked repetition
effect is lexical in nature, whereas the unmasked effect is contaminated by non-lexical
sources, such as auditory episodic memory. Experiment 3 showed that the masked
repetition effect was independent of the neighborhood density of target names, but the
masked form-priming effect was highly constrained by the density. Further, Experiment
4 showed that once the form-related prime became phonologically identical to the picture
name the form-priming effect was no longer constrained by the density. In order to
distinguish which processing component (iexicalization or production) was responsible
for the elimination of the constraint, a picture-fragment matching task was used.
Experiment 5A showed that in the matching task, repetition effects were significant and
independent of neighborhood density. In contrast with Experiment 4, Experiment 5B
showed that the form-priming effect was highly constrained by the density in the
matching task. These experiments suggest that (1) the process of phonological encoding
is automatic and extremely fast; and (2) the phonological encoding is a necessary process
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for production but not for lexicalization. In addition, no masked associative priming was
obtained in either a picture naming task (Experiment 6) or a picture categorization task
(Experiment 7), suggesting that masked priming effects obtained in the present picture
processing tasks were not due to facilitation occurring at the semantic or conceptual
level. Finally, the robust frequency effects established in picture naming tasks were
severely weakened when a picture-fragment matching task was used (Experiment 8).
This pattern of results suggests that frequency influences mainly name production rather
than name retrieval in picture naming.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTiON
In order to express intended concepts, a speaker has to select an appropriate lexical
item from among some tens of thousands of alternatives in the mental lexicon. Then,
the speaker has to retrieve the item's sound form, to create a phonological plan for the
item in its context, and to prepare its articulatory program (Levelt, 1989). The whole
process, that is, lexical item selection and phonological encoding, is referred to as

lexicalization. Lexicalization is generally more difficult to study than the converse
mapping from phonological form to meaning in comprehension, because the input to it
(i.e., a meaning) is harder to specify or control experimentally than is phonological
input.
Since Meringer and Mayer (1895), the dominant study of lexical access in speech
production has focused on failures of access, slips of the tongue, speech errors (Cohen,
1965; Fromkin, 1971, 1973; Garrett, 1975; MacKay, 1970; Nooteboom, 1967; ShattuckHufnagel, 1979; see Culter, 1982, for a bibliography of the early work). Indeed, this
line of studies has provided us with the main outlines of the processing architecture
subserving speech production in general, and lexical access in particular.
There is no doubt that we can access a huge lexical database at high rates, over long
stretches of time, and without signs of fatigue worth mentioning.

This alone

characterizes lexical access as a high-speed cognitive skill. The skill is further marked
by an astonishingly low error rate. Gamham, Shillcock, Brown, Mill, and Culter (1982)
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found 86 errors of lexical selection in a spoken text corpus of 200,000 words, and 105
other slips of the tongue. That is an error rate of about one per thousand. More
recently, Butterworth (1992) provided similar data. It is important to stress this low
error rate, because much of what we know about lexical access is based on careful
analysis of naturally occurring speech errors. Therefore, an ultimate test of lexical
access cannot lie only in the account of infrequent deviation of the process. Rather, the
test should be sought in the account of the normal process itself. One should, of course,
hope that an ultimate theory of the normal process also has the potential of explaining
observed error distributions.
Issues of lexical access were put to experimental test in reaction time studies (Glaser
& Dungelhoff, 1984; Klapp, 1974; Levelt & Maassen, 1981; Lupker, 1979; Oldfield &

Wingfield, 1965), going under headings such as picture naming. The identity of common
basic objects is one category of meaning that can be specified quite precisely with
relatively simple visual stimuli and may be assumed to be reasonably consistent over
individuals within a culture. Cattel (1886), one of the early researchers in picture
naming, reported that objects (and colors) took longer to name aloud than the
corresponding words took to read aloud. Because tachistoscopic experiments had shown
that his pictures were recognized slightly faster than his words, Cattel concluded that
naming time is prolonged due to particular difficulties to retrieve the name for a
recognized object. It was then assumed that in the case of word-reading the retrieval
process has taken place so often that it has become automatic, whereas in the case of
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picture-naming the retrieval process is accomplished by a voluntary effort.
This assumption led several researchers to test the differential practice hypothesis that
sufficient additional training should bring picture-naming times down to word-reading
times, whereas word-reading times should not show considerable improvement (Brown,
1915; Ligon, 1932; Lund, 1927). However, the two predictions failed: although the
naming responses were accelerated by 25.8% during 12 days of extensive training, the
time for naming remained 41 % longer than that for reading. The latter was still reduced
by 16.8% due to the same amount of training (Brown, 1915). Lund (1927) and Ligon
(1932) found a constant reading-naming difference over age for all subjects who had
learned to read, although reading as well as naming times strongly decreased from the
first to the ninth grade among students. With these results, it appeared impossible to
explain the difference in reading and naming times by a different amount of practice.
It is noteworthy that Biederman and Tsao (1979) and Potter, So, Von Eckardt, and

Feldman (1984) obtained a reading-naming difference in Chinese, and the size of the
difference is comparable with that in Western languages. This contradicts an explanation
of the reading-naming difference due to a close grapheme-phoneme correspondence in
Western languages.
These accumulated results suggest that the reading-naming difference is due to either
different internal processing stages and/or different structures of internal codes for
printed words and pictured objects. On one hand, when we read sentences in our native
language, the meaning of a sentence somehow just emerges as the words flow past. In
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the case of understanding the meanings of individual words, the spelling of a word will
first be recognized and then the input pattern is used to retrieve previously stored
information about that word. Once the lexical representation for a word is accessed, the
semantic properties of that word become available (as well as the syntactic properties,
spelling, and pronunciation).

On the other hand, speaking in our native language

undergoes a reverse route, namely, from meaning to words. A speaker needs to select
an appropriate lexical item(s) for the concepts intended for expression from the mental
lexicon, and then to retrieve its sound form, to create a phonological plan for the item
in its context, and to prepare its articulatory program. Although reading and picture
naming go through different processing stages, they are assumed to access the same
mental lexicon for final resolution. Thus, studies on picture naming can provide a
practical way to investigate lexical accessing in speech production.
It is assumed that picture naming is accomplished by a sequence of processes
divisible, crudely, into object identification, activation of a semantic representation, name
retrieval, and name production (Ellis & Young, 1988; Humphreys, Riddoch, & Quinlan,
1988; Monsell, Matthews, & Miller, 1992; Seymour, 1979; Snodgrass, 1984; Warren
& Morton, 1982; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).

Object identification involves the

matching of the perceptual attributes depicted in the picture to stored representations of
the visual forms of known objects ("structural descriptions" in the terminology of
Humphreys et al., 1988).

Successful object identification enables activation of the

corresponding "semantic" representation, that is, retrieval of information about the
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object's functional properties (e.g., what is it for, or what it can do) and its relational
properties (e.g., category, associates). To generate a name, contact must be made with
the language system, namely, to access the lexical representation, to retrieve its
phonological word form, and to generate its phonetic plan for articulation (Levelt, 1989).
Since first reported in the early 1970s (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Meyer,
Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1975), priming paradigms have been used to investigate a
number of issues in cognitive psychology. In the more standard technique, two stimuli
are presented sequentially.

The initial, or prime stimulus is presented to create a

particular context. A response mayor may not be required. A second, or target
stimulus is then presented to which the subject must make a timed response.
Empirically, the question being asked is whether the context created by the prime affects
the speed of target processing.
It has been shown that the latency with which a pictured object is named is reduced

by prior naming of the same picture (Bajo & Canas, 1989; Durso & Johnson ,1979;
Irwin & Lupker, 1983; Lachman & Lachman, 1980; Lupker, 1988; Lupker & Williams,
1989; Mitchell & Brown, 1988; Vitkovitch & Humphreys, 1991; Warren & Morton,
1982; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992). This phenomenon is referred to as repetition

priming. Repetition priming effects in picture naming could occur at different levels of
processing: object identification, semantic activation, and lexicalization. For example,
facilitation obtained in naming a picture could be due to prior visual identification of the
same picture. The major interest of this study, however, concerns only effects occurring
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at a lexical level: a form of the repetition priming. One approach to understanding
lexical access in picture naming is to determine the locus of the effect of factors which
influence lexicalization processes. This locus can be established by prime processing
which converges with target processing at the stage of lexical item selection and/or
phonological encoding. Thus, the repetition priming effect in picture naming can be used
as a powerful tool for analyzing the structure of the mental lexicon and the mechanisms
oflexical access (e.g., Monsell, Matthews, & Miller, 1992; Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965;
Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).
Following Kempen and Huijbers (1983) and Levelt (1989), we assume that the
knowledge about each word in the mental lexicon comprises a "lemma" and a "lexeme"
(Figure 1). A word's lemma is a specification of the semantic and syntactic conditions
under which use of the word is appropriate. The lemma can be activated by fulfilling
its conceptual specification in the message, which might be something representable as
<animal+hairy+four legs+wagging tail+barks+chases sticks; count noun, general
category, standard>. This is what Levelt (1989, p. 182) called the lemma's meaning.
When there is a match between conceptual specification and message the lemma is
activated, which means that its syntactic properties become available. Each lemma is
associated with a lexeme, which represents the phonological form of the word (e.g.,
dog). The abstract phonological form must be translated into articulatory commands,

which are then executed. Notice that the partitioning of the mental lexicon into two
kinds of stores: one according to the meaning of items and one according to their form
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properties is based on speech error analysis and tip-of-the-tongue phenomena. However,
the distinction should not be overstated; rather, it is no more than a spatial metaphor
acknowledging the existence of two kinds of internal organization in the mental lexicon.
Accordingly, one should not conclude that a lexical entry cannot be retrieved as a whole.
This is still an open issue (LeveIt, 1989).

For present purposes, I adopt a very

rudimentary assumption that a lexical representation can be retrieved as whole, but make
no assumptions about whether lemma retrieval always precede retrieval of the item's
phonological form, though this has been a topic of recent debate (Dell & O'Seaghdha,
1991; Humphreys et al., 1988; Levelt, Schriefers, Vorberg, Meyer, Pechman n, &
Havinga, 1991a, 1991b; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990).
The lexicon has to be accessed under three rather different conditions: namely, when
we are reading, listening and speaking. According to Forster's (1976) search model of
lexical access, the lexicon can be accessed via three peripheral access files, one
organizing words by orthographic properties, one by phonological properties, and one
by semantic and syntactic properties. Therefore, when we are reading, listening or
speaking, we are accessing the lexicon via the orthographic, phonological, or
semantic/syntactic access file respectively. The entry for a word in the lexicon contains
all the information that we have about that word, while the entry for the same word in
each of the peripheral access files simply contains a description of the stimulus features
(i.e., orthographic, phonological, or semantic/syntactic) of word and a pointer to the
corresponding entry in the lexicon (Figure 2).
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Forster (1992a) suggests that accessing the entry for a visual word in the mental
lexicon is accomplished by two separate processes (Figure 3); First, a very fast search
scans the appropriate peripheral access file, matches each entry to the stimulus, and flags
all entries that are close matches for the current stimulus. The next phase involves the
lexical entry opening process. This process operates in parallel with the first phase, that
is, as soon as a lexical entry is flagged, the entry-opening process begins. This process
takes appreciable time (say, 60-80 ms) to collect together all the widely distributed
information about that word that exists: orthographic, phonological, and semantic. As
soon as an entry has been fully opened (i.e., accessed), the task related evaluation
process begins. For example, the evaluation process checks the retrieved orthographic
(or phonological) properties of a candidate back against the input, and also checks its
semantic properties for congruency with the context. As soon as an entry is discovered
which survives this evaluation process, the input has been recognized.

As each

unsuccessful candidate is eliminated, its lexical entry is closed down.
Accordingly, repetition priming will occur if the lexical entry for the target picture
has already been opened by the prime, since the evaluation process can begin
immediately without having to wait for the opening process for that entry to be
completed. As we discussed above, a lexical entry can be opened via three rather
different access files: orthographic, phonological, and semantic/syntactic.

Thus,

repetition priming effects in picture naming could occur as a result of repeated accessing
to the same lexical entry in a short period via different access files (or routes).
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The present study is organized as follows. First, I review studies on picture naming
in accordance with the major interest of accessing the mental lexicon in speech
production, and discuss possible influences of episodic contamination in previous
experimental paradigms. I then address ways in which a masked-priming paradigm can
minimize episodic effects.

Second, I report experiments that attempt to localize

phonological encoding effects of the visual prime on the target picture naming.
Specifically, the question being asked was whether lexical access is mediated by
phonological encoding. Third, I report experiments that test whether masked priming
effects occur at concept level, namely, whether there was automatic spreading activation
of semantic information. Fourth, I report experiments on the locus of word frequency
effects in picture naming. And fifth, I propose a model of lexical access in spoken word
production to interpret all these results. Different versions of connectionist network
model are also considered.
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Chapter 2

MASKED PRIMING EFFECTS IN PICTURE NAMING
Repetition priming effects in picture naming may be a result of prior production of the
prime through different modalities or routes: visual, auditory, and semantic. In this
study, however, I only discuss and explore the visual priming route to picture naming.
In a picture naming task, the picture to be named could be preceded by the same picture
or another picture that is related to the target object in some way; the relation may affect
the naming response to the target. When the same picture was repeated in a naming
task, a significant priming effect has been observed (e.g., Durso & Johnson, 1979;
Lachman & Lachman, 1980; Mitchell & Brown, 1988). This effect, however, cannot
be attributed to a purely lexical facilitation by repetition, since the process of object
identification was also repeated between the prime and target encounter.
Several studies have suggested a contribution of object identification processes to the
repetition priming effect.

For instance, Lachman and Lachman (1980) found that

pictures were named faster when subjects had previously responded to them as negative
instances in a recognition task than when they had not previously been seen, and all
subjects claimed that they had not covertly named the pictures during the recognition
task. Carroll, Byrne, and Kirsner (1985) have shown that picture naming was facilitated
by a shallow visual processing prime task in which subjects were asked to locate a cross
somewhere on one of the picture's contours. Obviously, such a prime task is unlikely
to encourage covert naming in subjects. These studies clearly demonstrated the existence
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of the priming effect for repeated pictures without any repetition of articulation between
them, although it cannot be certain that the object's name was not accessed.
Huttenlocher and Kubicek (1983) used a picture-naming task where the prime was
another picture. Subjects were instructed to recognize and to name the prime picture and
then the target picture as quickly and as accurately as possible. The prime could be
related to the target in various ways, among them is the following one: the prime and the
target were functionally related, but not perceptually related pictures (e.g., a drum and
a guitar). Huttenlocher and Kubicek found substantial priming by functionally related
pictures, although some of these pairs were also perceptually related (e.g., a violin and
a guitar). In those cases, however, they had been depicted from a different visual
perspective (or angle) so that low-level visual processing of the target would not be aided
by the prime. Still, such a repetition priming effect cannot be attributed to a purely
lexical effect, since facilitation could have been provided by the processing of object
categorization occurring at the concept level.
A possible cause of naming facilitation for repeated or related pictures is the episodic
mediation effect. A number of theorists have argued that when a word or a picture is
presented on the priming encounter, a context-specific episodic memory trace is
established, and that, during the second encounter with the word or the picture, contact
with this trace is the source of facilitation on the probe task (Feustal, Shiffrin, & Salasso,
1983; Jacoby, 1983; Schacter, Cooper, & Dalaney, 1990). Accordingly, these repetition
priming effects might be due to the retrieval of context-specific information about the
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priming episode, rather than to changes in the accessibility of lexical knowledge. Along
with this line of argument, naming facilitation for repeated pictures could be either
attributed to a long-lasting implicit memory effect for a shallow processing on the visual
prime (e.g., Carroll et al., 1985), or a long-lasting explicit memory effect for a
conscious processing on the prime, such as naming and semantic categorization (e.g.,
Lachman & Lachman, 1980; Mitchell & Brown, 1988). The episodic memory trace of
a functionally related prime picture could somehow provide information to assist the
processing of object identification of the target picture in the stage of object
categorization.
It has been shown that the latency with which a picture is named is reduced by prior

naming of the visual presentation of the picture's name (Durso & Johnson, 1979). This
experiment was recently replicated by Wheeldon and Monsell (1992) and the same
pattern of results was obtained. In Wheeldon and Monsell's experiment, unprimed
pictures were named with a mean latency of 690 msec and an error rate under 3 %. Prior
production of the name reduced the latency by an average of 82 msec, even when (a) it
preceded the picture by about ten minutes, (b) this interval was fully occupied by the
production of about 100 unrelated words in response to other pictures and names, and
(c) the subjects could not anticipate that the same word would have to be produced later
in the experiment.
This repetition priming effect cannot be attributed to any overlapping process at object
processing stage, since a pictured object shares no visual similarity with its printed name.
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Therefore, one could argue that the repetition effect obtained in this

word~picture

naming procedure is independent of episodic influences. Although the picture and its
name could finally activate the same semantic representation at the concept level, a
visually presented word can activate its semantic representation only after accessing the
mental lexicon via the orthographic access route. Thus, one could argue that repetition
priming in this

word~picture

paradigm resulted from accessing the same lexical entry

repeatedly in word- and picture-naming processes. However, it is widely agreed that
there exists at least one (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) and perhaps two (e.g.,
Coltheart, 1985) more direct routes from orthography to phonology. Therefore, it is
possible that the facilitation effect produced by naming prime words occurred at the
processes of phonological recoding and articulation in picture naming without making any
contact with the lexicon. That is, a phonological code (or a phonetic plan) could be
automatically generated upon presentation of a prime word and could be sent directly to
the vocal output system, giving rise to facilitation. We will address this issue in the next
section.
In an effort towards eliminating any possible episodic involvement, Wheeldon and
Monsell (1992) introduced a new cross-task paradigm, in which the stimulus presented
on the prime trial was not repeated on the target trial at all. In particular, the prime
stimulus was a definition presented through subjects' headphones, while the target
stimulus was a picture presented on a computer screen. The subject's task was to
respond to a definition (e.g., "Building in which horses are kept") by producing a spoken
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word (e.g., Iba:n/) and then name the target picture (e.g., <BARN». Wheeldon and
Monsell's rationale for this paradigm is that the prime definition was presented
auditorially, while the target picture was presented visually, and thus any episodic
mediation would not work in these circumstances. Since the prime and the target stimuli
were physically unrelated, an episodic trace formed for the auditorially presented prime
definition shares no information with the visually presented target picture.

Thus,

episodically mediated priming seems unlikely to playa significant role under these
conditions (Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).
Such a claim, however, would face a potential problem when we take into account the
subject's tasks (i.e., producing a spoken word) in both the prime and target trials. That
is, even though the stimuli themselves were physically unrelated in both the
word~picture and

the definition-+picture paradigms, the subject's responses to the stimuli

were actually identical, namely, producing the same spoken word (e.g., Iba:nl in the
above example).

Several studies have demonstrated repetition priming effects on

auditory-word identification and sentence-identification tasks, in which target stimuli are
masked in noise and subjects attempt to identify previously studied and nonstudied items
(Ellis, 1982; Franks, Plybon, & Auble, 1982; Jackson & Morton, 1984; Kempley &
Morton, 1982). Priming has also been shown on an auditory stem-completion task
(Bassili, Smith, & MacLeod, 1989; McClelland & Pring, 1991) in which subjects provide
the first word that comes to mind in response to spoken word stems that represent
previously studied words or non studied words. Recently, Schacter and Church (1992)
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explored priming effects on auditory identification and completion tasks as a function of
(a) semantic and nonsemantic encoding tasks, and (b) whether speaker's voice is the same
or different at study and test. They demonstrated that auditory priming was either
unaffected by the study task manipulation (Experiment 2, 4, and 5) or was less affected
than was explicit memory task (Experiment 1 and 3).
The eviden'..:e accumuiatoo from these auditory priming studies suggests the possible
involvement of episodic effects in Wheeldon and Monsell's cross-task paradigm. That
is, an auditory memory trace associated with its semantic features could be generated by
producing a spoken word to a printed name or an oral definition, such that naming a
target picture is facilitated by contact with this auditory trace. In particular, it could be
that the auditory trace is consulted in parallel with the phonological recoding of the target
picture's name, and that since the trace can provide a correct pronunciation for the target
much quicker than the process of phonological recoding, naming latency is thus
substantially reduced. Furthermore, low-frequency words usually take longer to retrieve
their phonological codes than high-frequency words do, thus leaving more room for the
auditory traces being consulted. As a result, naming of a picture with a lower frequency
name will benefit more from the episodic trace. Such an interaction between frequency
and priming was actually observed in Wheeldon and Monsell's experiment 1 (1992).
Consequently, Wheeldon and Monsell's word~picture and definition~picture paradigms
cannot be claimed to be immune to contamination by episodic memory involvement.
Forster and Davis (1984) attempted to eliminate any episodic contamination by
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masking the priming stimulus so that subjects were unable to report its identity in visual
word recognition tasks. The assumption was that no episodic record is kept for stimuli
perceived without awareness, and hence any repetition effect obtained under these
conditions was more likely to reflect pure lexical activation. In parallel to Forster and
Davis's (1984) masked-priming paradigm of visual word recognition, I apply this
experimental paradigm in picture naming tasks to examine repetition priming effects
without any episodic contamination (Figure 4). In a normal masked-priming paradigm
of picture naming, the prime is usually a printed name of the target picture, while the
target is usually a line-drawing picture; the duration of the prime is 50 ms, whereas the
duration of the target is 1 sec. The prime is immediately preceded and followed,
respectively, by a row of hash-marks and dollar-signs (#$#$#$#$) which is presented for
500 ms. The durations of the four stimuli are so chosen that the prime appears almost
invisible to all subjects, and thus, priming effects with masked primes are more likely
free of episodic contamination.
The interpretation of the masked priming effects is that the brief exposure of a printed
name (the prime) is sufficient for the lexical entry corresponding to the word to be
accessed, which induces a short-term modification of the state of the entry, so that the
target picture naming is facilitated from the changed lexical accessibility of its name.
Consequently, the masked priming effect occurs as a result of changing accessibility of
the same lexical entry, which is independent of searching time for the entry. It follows
from this account that the masked priming effect would be independent of word
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frequency. Experiment 1 was designed to test this hypothesis by using the maskedpriming paradigm in picture naming.
EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment had two aims; First, to demonstrate that masked repetition priming
effects can be obtained in picture naming task; and second, to compare sizes of the
masked priming effects between pictures with high- and low-frequency names.

In

addition to the repetition priming condition, a form-related priming condition was also
included in which the prime is graphemically similar to the target picture's name (e.g.,
house- < HORSE». According to the lexical activation interpretation (Forster, Davis,
Schoknecht, & Carter, 1987; Forster, 1987), a masked form-related prime can crossactivate the lexical entry for the target, so that a subsequent retrieval operation to name
the target picture is enhanced in speed and accuracy. On the assumption that masked
priming effects are purely lexical, we do not expect to find that masked priming effects
(if there are any) interact with frequency.
Method

Subjects. Thirty undergraduates from the introductory psychology subject pool
participated in this experiment for course credit. All were native speakers of English
with normal articulation, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Design. The experimental pictures were 96 line-drawings of objects (see
Appendix A), taken from picture norms of Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). Half of
the pictures' names are high in frequency (above 40 per million, the mean is 136.7 per
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million), e.g., HORSE; and the other half are low in frequency (below 10 per million,
the mean is 4.7 per million), e.g., APPLE. In addition, there were 10 practice pictures
none of which appeared in the experimental trials. The prime was either the same as the
target picture's name (e.g., horse-<HORSE>; apple-<APPLE», or the same except
for one letter differing from the target picture's name (e.g., house- < HORSE> ; ample< APPLE», or a randomly chosen word that was totally unrelated to the target picture
name except the same first phoneme (e.g., human-<HORSE>; about-<APPLE> )1.
Three sets of materials were constructed, so that each target picture appeared once in
each set but each time in a different condition. Different groups of subjects were used
for each set of materials. Each subject received all six experimental conditions and saw
96 target pictures, 16 from each condition, with masked primes.
Procedure. Each trial consisted of the following sequence of four stimuli: the first was

a string of hash-marks and dollar-signs (i.e., #$#$#$#$) that was designed to provide a
forward mask (duration 500 ms); this was immediately followed by the prime (duration
50 ms), which in tum was immediately followed by another string of dollar-signs and
hash-marks (i.e., $#$#$t/$#) presented for 500 ms that served mainly to backward mask
the prime; finally, the target picture was presented and remained on screen for i sec.
Primes were always presented in lower-case letters.

Trials were presented on a

, Forster and Davis (1991) suggested that it is important to match onsets across conditions in naming tasks,
otherwise different onsets between the prime and target may produce an interference effect. As such, in
this experiment, as in subsequent experiments, the interference effect was held constant by matching onsets
across conditions.
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computer-controlled video display. Each stimulus was centered in the viewing screen and
was superimposed on the preceding stimulus. Subjects were asked to observe a sequence
of stimuli (i.e., a stnng of hash-marks and dollar-signs and a target picture) for each
trial, no mention being made of a prime in this sequence. They were also instructed to
name as quickly and as accurately as possible the object depicted in the target picture.
The computer recorded the naming times, measured from the target onset to the
triggering of the voice key by the subject's response.

The sessions were on-line

controlled by the experimenter sitting in the control room in order to check the subject's
responses through a headphone, and to discard incorrect responses or any other mistakes
through a key board. The next trail followed after the subject pressed the footpedal.
Trail presentation was randomized, with a different order for each subject.
Results
In this, as in subsequent experiments, the effects of outliers were curtailed by cutoffs
established 2 standard deviations above and below the mean of each subject. Data from
trails on which an error occurred were discarded. Mean picture naming latencies and
error rates are shown in Table 1. The results were analyzed in a mixed design analysis
of variance with two within-subjects factors (priming condition and frequency) and one
between-subjects factor (subject group). A separate item analysis was also carried out
and was combined with the subject analysis to form minF' values according to the
procedure recommended by Clark (1973).
There was overall a significant main effect of priming condition, minF' (2, 122) =5.49,
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p<O.Ol; and an overall significant effect of frequency, minF(l, 106)= 16.78, p<O.OO1.
The interaction between these two main effects was not significant, minF < 1. Separate
analyses of the priming conditions revealed that picture naming times were faster if they
were immediately preceded by the same name (746 ms) or a form-related name (776 ms)
than if they were preceded by an unrelated word (797 ms); the repetition priming effect
was significant, minF(1, 44)=9.63, p<O.Ol; but the form-related priming effect was
not significant, minF(l, 113)=1.19, p>O.l; neither the subject analysis and item
analysis were significant, F1(1, 27)=3.91, p>0.05; F2(1, 90)=1.71, p>O.1.
Analysis of the overall error rates shows a higher error rate for low-frequency names,
minF(l, 105)=13.00, p<O.Ol; and there was a significant reduction of error rates for
target pictures preceded by identical primes, F1(1, 27)=4.64, p<0.05; F2(I, 90)=3.72,
p =0.05, although the more conservative minF value failed to reach significant, minF (1,

92) =2.06, p > 0.1. However, the Priming X Frequency interaction was not significant,
minF<l.
Discussion
The results of this experiment demonstrate a successful application of Forster and
Davis's (1984) masked-priming paradigm in showing that repetition effects are readily
obtained with a picture naming task even when the prime was heavily masked and was
unavailable for conscious report. In addition, these results suggest that the nature of the
masked repetition priming effect is the same across different tasks, such as lexical
decision tasks (Forster & Davis, 1984; Forster et al., 1987), naming tasks (Forster &
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Davis, 1991), semantic categorization tasks (Forster, 1985), and word-stem/wordfragment completion tasks (Forster, Booker, Schacter, & Davis, 1990; Xing, 1993).
That is, the brief exposure of a printed name is sufficient for the lexical entry
corresponding to the word to be accessed, which induces a short-term modification of the
state of the entry in the lexicon, so that picture naming is facilitated as result of its
lexical entry being more accessible. Recently, Ferrand, Grainger, and Segui (1994a;
1994b) reported a significant repetition priming effect in picture naming tasks using a
similar masked-priming paradigm. They even used a forced-choice test to estimate prime
visibility, and found that subjects had little information available about the stimulus.
The fact that no Frequency X Repetition interaction was obtained in this experiment is
consistent with the lexical account of priming offered by Forster and Davis (1984),
suggesting that the repetition priming effect occurs as a result of changing accessibility
of the same lexical entry, rather than a result of searching time for the entry in a
frequency ordered lexicon or a result of modifying the searching process itself.
Consequently, the repetition priming effect is independent of word frequency when
episodic contamination was minimized by masking the priming stimulus.
In the next experiment, I used a two-phase design to test auditory episodic effects in
the picture naming task. As I discussed earlier in this chapter, an auditory memory trace
associated with its context-specific features could be generated during production of a
spoken word for a printed name, such that naming a target picture is facilitated by
making contact with this auditory trace. It is then hypothesized that the auditory trace
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is contacted in parallel with the process of phonological recoding of the target picture's
name. And since the trace can provide a ready-made pronunciation for the target,
making contact with the trace would be a much quicker and easier way than the process
of phonological recoding (Le., phonetic planning), thus naming latency is substantially
reduced.

Furthermore, low-frequency names usually take longer to retrieve their

phonological codings than high-frequency names do, thus leave more room for the
auditory traces being contacted with. It follows from this hypothesis that naming a
picture with a low-frequency name will benefit more from the episodic traces, and we
expect to observe such a frequency attenuated priming effects in Experiment 2.
EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment was carried out with a two-phase design, namely, subjects were asked
to name word primes (Le., the target name, or a form-related name, or an unrelated
name) in the first phase; and then to name target pictures in the second phase. In the
first phase each prime was named aloud to have an opportunity for the generation of its
auditory episodic memory trace. In this way, we could observe whether the auditory
traces produce different pattern of priming effects on high- and low-frequency names.
The first phase lasted about 10 min before subjects were tested in the second phase, thus
ensuring that we could test the non masked priming effect with a compatible retention
interval (Durso & Johnson, 1979; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).
Method

Subjects. A total of 27 volunteer undergraduates from the introductory psychology
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subject pool participated for course credit.

Materials and Design. The target pictures and primes were exactly the same as those
used in Experiment 1.

Procedure. There were two phases in this experiment. The first phase was a naming
task on one of three sets of primes used in Experiment 1. Each item consisted of one
stimulus (Le., a target name, or a form-related name, or an unrelated name) in uppercase letters and presented on the screen for 500 ms. Subjects were asked to name aloud
each item as quickly and as correctly as possible. The first phase lasted about 10
minutes and was immediately followed by a picture naming task as the second phase.
In the second phase, subjects were asked to name aloud the target picture as quickly and
correctly as possible. Three sets of materials were constructed, so that each target
picture appeared once in each set but each time was preceded by a different prime in the
first phase. Different groups of subjects were used for each set of materials.
Results

The mean naming latencies (shown in Table 2) are analyzed in a mixed design analysis
of variance with two within-subject factors (priming condition and frequency) and one
between-subjects factor (subject group). A separate item analysis was also carried out
and was combined with the subject analysis to form minF values according to the
procedure recommended by Clark (1973).
As can be seen in Table 2, the naming latencies are 772 ms, 792 ms, and 807 ms for
repetition, form-related, and control condition respectively. As far as our major interest
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on auditory episodic effects concerned, the overall repetition priming effect is significant,
minF(1, 80)=5.29, p<0.05; and the frequency effect (748 ms for high-frequency
picture names and 832 ms for low-frequency picture names) is highly significant,
minF(1, 113)=14.83, p<O.OO1. As expected from the auditory episodic mediation
hypothesis, naming of low-frequency pictures benefited more from repetition (59 ms)
than high-frequency pictures (12 ms). The Repetition X Frequency interaction turns out
to be significant, F1(1, 24)=6.90, p<0.02; n(1, 90)=4.36, p<0.05; although the
more conservative minF value is not significant, minF'(1, 95)=2.67, p>0.05. The
individual repetition effect for low-frequency targets was significant, minF (1, 66) =5.38,
p < 0.05; but the individual repetition effect for high-frequency targets was not minF' < 1.

The overall form-related priming effect is not significant, minF < 1; and the Formpriming X Frequency interaction is neither significant, minF(l, 113)=1.40, p>O.1.
Analysis of the error rates shows that more errors were made on low-frequency targets
than were made on high-frequency targets, minF(l, 105)=7.13, p<O.01. There is no
sign of error reduction for repeated items, minF' < 1.

The Repetition X Frequency

interaction was not significant either, minF' < 1.
Discussion
The results of this experiment clearly demonstrate that when the primes were
unmasked so that subjects could produce auditory responses to them, the naming task
shows a different pattern of repetition priming effects for high- and low-frequency
targets; that is, high-frequency targets showed a smaller repetition effect (12 ms) than did
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low-frequency targets (59 ms). Thus, the experimental items used in Experiment 1
produced the same frequency attenuation effect when the repetition effect was induced
in the standard manner (e.g., Durso & Johnson, 1979; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992).
Therefore, the absence of frequency attenuation in Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to
item sampling errors nor can it be attributed to a lack of power, because the power of
Experiment 2 was designed to be the same as that of Experiment 1. Thus, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the procedure of masking the prime is responsible for the
absence of frequency attenuation in Experiment 1, and that the auditory response of the
prime is responsible for the presence of frequency attenuation in this experiment. The
results of this experiment provides strong supporting evidence for the episodic mediation
hypothesis.
The episodic mediation hypothesis of repetition effects implies that the same episodic
trace must be contacted during both the prime and the target processing tasks. If the
target task does not require (or cannot make use of) any contacting with the episodic
traces established during the prime trial, one would not observe any repetition priming
effects. As demonstrated by Scarborough, Gerard, and Cortese (1979), naming pictures
did not facilitate later recognition of visually presented picture names. In particular, in
the first phase of the experiment, subjects saw a picture and named it as quickly as
possible. After the naming trials were over, all subjects were asked to make lexical
decisions on picture names by pulling the right levers in response to words and the left
levers in response to nonwords. The mean lexical decision latency for words previously
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shown and named as pictures was 630 msec, virtually the same as the latency for words
encountered for the first time (631 msec). In this cross-modality task employed by
Scarborough et al. (1979), neither the stimulus forms (i.e., picture and name) nor task
modalities (i.e., naming and recognition) between trial presentations were overlapped.
Consequently, neither the visual episodic traces established by pictures themselves, nor
the auditory episodic traces established by naming the pictures can provide any
facilitation to the recognition of printed picture names.
A similar case was demonstrated by Monsell, Matthews, and Miller (1992) using a
different cross-modality task, in which effects of producing a word in response to a
definition on latency for later production of the same word to name a pictured object
were tested. Welsh-English bilinguals named the target pictures in Welsh. Half of the
target names were primed by their earlier production in Welsh in response to Welsh
definitions, and the other half were primed by production of their equivalents in English
in response to English definitions.

The outcome of this experiment indicated that

bilingual subjects' naming of pictured objects in Welsh was strongly facilitated when they
had produced those same Welsh words some 8-20 minutes earlier in response to
definitions, which replicated Wheeldon and Monsell's (1992) test in English. There was,
however, no sign of any facilitation when the English non-cognate equivalents had
previously been produced to English definitions. This sharp contrast between withinlanguage and cross-language priming effects strongly suggests that auditory episodic
traces played a key role in providing a correct pronunciation to the target. Obviously,
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an auditory trace established by producing a response in English to a definition cannot
provide any pronunciation information to naming a pictured object in Welsh (excluding
cognate equivalents).
The episodic mediation hypothesis also finds some supporting evidence in a finding
by Scarborough et al. (1979), in which pronunciation of visually presented common
words speeded later recognition of those words. The mean lexical decision latencies for
words that were pronounced in the first phase were about 32 msec faster (599 msec) than
the control items (631 msec). This facilitation of recognition occurred as a result of
consulting the visual episodic traces established during the first presentation of the words,
even though the task being changed from pronunciation to recognition. Further support
would be provided if one can demonstrate that naming pictures facilitates later
pronunciation of visually presented picture names. This case is different from that of
Scarborough et al. (1979) only in the later processing of visually presented picture names
(i.e., naming vs. recognition). Such a change in task demands could provide subjects
an opportunity to consult the auditory episodic traces established by naming pictures in
the first phase. The mechanism of the episodic mediation effects is the same as we
discussed above in the cases of Durso and Johnson (1979) and Wheeldon and Monsell
(1992).
This proposal is supported by Bartram's (1973) examination of repetition effects in
naming repeatedly presented line drawings. He examined transfer of practice in naming
nonsense objects to naming pictures. That is, for part of the experiment, subjects learned
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to associate names of concrete objects with nonsense shapes, and then they practiced
naming the shapes using the associated names. Later, they saw and named line drawings
of the real objects whose names corresponded to the names used for the nonsense objects.
Bartram found almost complete transfer of training. That is, six trials of responding with
a name to the presentation of a nonsense shape speeded naming a drawing of the actual
object on the seventh trial almost as much as if the first six trials had involved naming
the line drawing itself. A plausible interpretation of this result is that the transfer effect
was actually mediated by auditory episodic traces established during the subjects' practice
training.
To summarize, first, the experiments reported in this chapter demonstrated that it is
possible to produce repetition priming effects in a picture naming task when the prime
(the picture name) is masked and is unavailable to conscious report.

From a

methodological point of view, the masked priming technique combined with picture
naming appears to hold some promise for the study of basic cognitive processes.
Second, the same size of repetition priming effects was obtained for both high- and lowfrequency targets in a picture naming task when the prime was masked, and this pattern
is in parallel with those obtained in different tasks but using the same masked-priming
paradigm (e.g., Forster & Davis, 1984; Forster et al., 1987; Forster & Davis, 1991;
Forster et aI., 1990; Xing, 1993). This result is most compatible with a purely lexical
interpretation of masked priming, in which the prime briefly alters the activation level
of a lexical entry so that subsequent retrieval operations are more likely to access that
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entry. Third, a pattern of frequency attenuated priming effect was observed when the
prime was unmasked and was named about 10 minutes previously, in which naming
latency of low-frequency pictures was reduced significantly more from repeated naming
responses than that of high-frequency pictures. These unmasked priming effects, I feel,
are more likely to be mediated by non-lexical sources, such as the auditory traces in
episodic memory, which retain information about the physical form of prior production
of the stimulus rather than a more ab:iti'act linguistic representation. Fourth, frequency
effects in picture naming tasks were found highly significant in both Experiment 1 and
2 (82 ms and 84 ms). We will return to this issue in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

PHONOLOGICAL ENCODING EFFECTS IN PICTURE NAMING
It is an important issue in theories of reading to understand the role of phonological

information in visual word recognition. Obviously, a major purpose of reading is to
comprehend sentences, as such the meaning of each word in the sentence has to be
accessed before the sentence can be fully understood. It is indeed one of the most
important aims of the lexical access process to make the meaning of each word available
to the sentence comprehension system when some encoded sensory version of the
incoming physical stimulus is found to be congruent with a word encoded in lexical
memory. Once the lexical entry for a word is accessed, the semantic properties of that
word become available as well as the syntactic properties, spelling, and pronunciation.
Although previous studies demonstrated that phonological information is generated
automatically and extremely rapidly during the processing of written words (Ferrand &
Grainger, 1992, 1993, 1994; Grainger & Ferrand, 1994; Humphreys, Evett, & Taylor,
1982; Lukatela & Turvey, 1990a, 1990b; Perfetti & Bell, 1991; Perfetti, Bell, &
Delaney, 1988; Van Orden, 1987; Van Orden, Johnston, & Hale, 1988), no one has
directly answered the question whether phonological information is a necessary mediation
to lexical access and so far no clear evidence has been provided. This issue is explored
in this chapter by using picture processing tasks, such as picture naming and picturefragment matching, with masked visual primes.
Theoretically speaking, there are two different ways in which lexical representations
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could be organized so that phonological information would play a different role in the
process of lexical access. One of them is the search model proposed by Forster (1976,
1992a), which assumes that the mental lexicon has to be accessed under three rather
different conditions: namely, when we are reading, listening, speaking. Thus the lexicon
can be accessed via three peripheral access files, one organizing words by orthographic
properties, one by phonological properties, and one by semantic properties. And when
we are reading, listening or speaking, we are accessing the lexicon via the orthographic,
phonological, or semantic access file respectively. The entry for a word in the lexicon
contains all the information that we have about that word, while the entry for the same
word in each of the peripheral access files simply contains a description of the stimulus
features of word (i.e., orthographic, phonological, or semantic features) and a pointer
to the corresponding entry in the lexicon (Figure 2). Although the lexical processing
system goes through different modalities to access lexical representations of words, its
ultimate task is to make the meaning of the word available to the language
comprehension system.

In the search model of lexical access, a printed word is

recognized via the orthographic access file that is organized by purely orthographic
properties of words.

And phonological information plays no role in searching the

orthographic file in order to open a lexical entry.
The other way of organizing lexical representations is within the framework of
interactive activation originally proposed by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) and
extended recently by Grainger and Ferrand (1994; Ferrand & Grainger, 1994). In such
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a model (Figure 7), the printed word stimulus activates sublexical orthographic units
which in tum activate corresponding sublexical phonological units. These two groups
of sublexical units mutually activate each other and send activation on to their respective
orthographic and phonological lexicons. These lexicons contain mutually inhibitory
within-lexicon connections and excitatory between-lexicon connections.

And both

lexicons mediate access to semantic information. Within this framework, lexical access
of a printed word stimulus (i.e., activation of the semantic information) can be
accomplished via a direct orthographic route or an indirect phonological mediated route,
depending upon which lexical representation (orthographic or phonological) reaches a
critical activation level first. Generally speaking, the orthographic representation reaches
threshold first because of the direct mapping between sublexical orthographic units and
whole-word orthographic units.

However, when the orthographic representation is

suffering strong within-level inhibitory and the corresponding phonological representation
is not then it is the phonological representation that reaches threshold first, resulting in
an indirect phonological access to the semantic information. Some support for this
prediction has been provided by Grainger and Ferrand (1994), who found that when
primes were homophones of the target (e.g., real-REEL) then facilitatory effects were
obtained, whereas when primes were not homophones of the target (e.g., ride-RITE)
there were consistent inhibitory effects. This pattern of priming effects indicates that
phonological prime-target overlap is influencing the processing of target words.
Referring to our discussion in Chapter 2, one interpretation of the masked-priming
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effect could be that the brief exposure of a printed name (i.e., a prime) is sufficient for
the lexical entry corresponding to the word to be accessed via the orthographic access
file, which induces a short-term modification of the state of the entry. Consequently, the
target picture naming is facilitated from the enhanced lexical accessibility of the same
entry. We will refer to this account as a direct access account. Another possible
interpretation of the masked-priming effect is consistent with the view that visual word
recognition would be essentially phonologically based, the masked prime being
automatically translated into a phonological code before accessing the phonological
information for that word in the lexicon (Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein, 1971;
Ferrand & Grainger, 1992; Van Orden, 1987; Van Orden, Johnston, & Hale, 1988). As
such, naming a picture is necessarily facilitated by an encoding process which generates
a phonological code for the prime in order to access the lexical entry. We will refer to
this account as a phonological mediation account.
According to the phonological mediation account, a homophone (e.g., rows) or a
pseudo-homophone (e.g., roze) would have the same phonological representation as the
word itself (e.g., rose) so that they are phonologically identical, and thus would have
equal capacity to open an entry for the target picture. Recently, Ferrand, Grainger, and
Segui (1994a; 1994b), using a similar masked-priming paradigm, demonstrated such a
pattern of results. In particular, the prior masked visual presentation of the same
phGilological word form facilitated picture (e.g., <ROSE» naming independently of
whether the prime was the same word (e.g., rose), or a pseudo-homophone (e.g., roze),
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or a homophone (e.g., rows). Further, the homophone and pseudo-homophone priming
effects were similar in size in terms of percentage facilitation.

The phonological

mediation account also finds supporting evidence in observations of language
development. That is, children learn to use language in its spoken form prior to learning
it in its printed form, so that when they learn to read they already have a phonologically
accessible lexicon. It has consequently supposed that learning to read is simply a matter
of translating the printed word into its phonological form so that the already extant
lexicon can be accessed.
But in the search model of lexical access (Forster, 1976), a printed word is recognized
via the orthographic access file which is organized by purely orthographic properties.
Phonological information plays no role in searching the orthographic file in order to open
a lexical entry, so that one would not expect to observe priming effects for pairs like
rows......ROSE or roze......ROSE in masked visual word recognition tasks. Although such a

phonological priming effect was actually observed by Ferrand and Grainger (1992) in
French, it is not unequivocal that it occurred as a result of subjects making lexical
decisions based on purely orthographic information of the target rather than its
phonological information. In fact, it is very likely that the subjects can make lexical
decisions based on phonological information of the targets, due to the existence of a
direct mapping between their orthography and phonology.

Consequently, the

phonological priming effect could be contaminated by subjects' strategies during decision
making process. In contrast, naming a picture is possible only when its lexical entry has
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been accessed, thus providing us a perfect alternative task to address the issue of
phonological encoding effects in lexical access.
In this chapter, I explore the properties of masked phonological (i.e., homophone and
pseudo-homophone) priming effects in picture naming tasks. The discrepancy between
the two accounts of the phonological priming can be tested by manipulating the
neighborhood density in form-related priming effects (e.g., thicken-CHICKEN).
Following Treisman (1978), the words of a language could be represented as points in
the lexical "space", so that very similar words are close together, and dissimilar words
are far apart. Then we would see that the words are not evenly distributed throughout
this space. Rather, in some areas, words are very tightly bunched together so that any
given word has many close neighbors, while in other regions, the population density is
very low.
It has been demonstrated that words located in high-density regions show no form-

priming (e.g., leab-LEAF), whereas words in low-density regions show strong formpriming (e.g., cagel-CAMEL). This density constraint effect on form-priming was found
in lexical decision tasks (e.g., Forster, 1987; Forster et al., 1987) and in naming tasks
(e.g., Forster & Davis, 1991). It is assumed that a masked form-related prime (e.g.,
thicken) can cross-activate the lexical entry for the target (e.g., CHICKEN), so that a

subsequent retrieval operation to recognize the target word is enhanced in speed and
accuracy. This cross-activation, however, is subject to the density constraint on the
target word. That is, target words located in low-density regions (e.g., CAMEL) will
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show the cross-activation effect, whereas target words in high-density regions (e.g.,
LEAF) will not. The density constraint is a lexical effect on orthographic properties of
words.
However, if accessing lexical entries is mediated by phonological encoding then a
homophone or a pseudo-homophone would generate (or activate) the same phonological
representation as the corresponding word, so that they would have an equal capacity to
access the lexical entry. It follows from this account that the homophone or pseudohomophone (phonological-identity) priming would be immune of the density constraint
on form-priming, and one would expect to observe an equal size of phonological-identity
priming effects regardless of whether the target word is located in high-density regions
(e.g., LEAF) or in low-density regions (e.g., CAMEL).
Accordingly, we begin with a test showing that the density constraint on form-priming
occurs in picture naming tasks with masked visual primes; the next step is to demonstrate
that the phonological-identity priming is independent of the density constraint; finally,
two possible loci of the phonological-identity priming in picture naming is further
detected by using another picture processing task (Le., picture-fragment matching) which
requires all the same processes in picture naming except articulation.
EXPERIMENT 3

The main goal of this experiment is to demonstrate that masked form-priming effects
occur in a picture naming task, and also to demonstrate that the priming effect is subject
to the density constraint on orthographic properties of target names. Ferrand et al.
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(1994a) failed to obtain any form-priming (i.e., orthographic priming) by using a similar
masked priming paradigm. This might simply be due to the fact that the target names
in their experiment were mostly short words (four-letters), and thus are highly likely to
be located in high-density regions. On the assumption of cross-activation in the lexicon,
we would not expect to find form-priming in naming pictures whose names are located
in high-density regions, whereas we would expect to find form-priming in naming
pictures whose names are located in low-density regions.
Following the definition made by Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, and Besner (1977)
on the neighborhood density of word, the distance between words is equal to the number
of letters that would need to be changed in order to convert the spelling of one into the
other. Two words are defined as neighbors if they are spelled the same way except for
one letter. Words having a high number of neighbors (high N) are said to be located in
a high-density neighborhood region, whereas words having a low number of neighbors
(low N) are said to be located in a low-density neighborhood region.
Method

Subjects. Twenty-seven undergraduates from the introductory psychology subject pool
par~icipated

in this experiment for course credit. All were native speakers of English

with normal articulation, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Design. The experimental pictures were 96 line-drawings of objects (see
Appendix B), taken from Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980). Half of the pictures' names
had a high N (i.e.,

N~5,

and the mean N=9.3), e.g., LEAF; and the other half had a
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low N (Le.,

N~I,

and mean N=0.5), e.g., CAMEL. In addition, there were 10

practice pictures none of which appeared in the experimental trials. The prime was
either the same as the target picture name (e.g., leaf- < LEAF>; camel- < CAMEL> ),
or a neighbor of the target picture name (e.g., leab-<LEAF>; cagel-<CAMEL», or
a randomly chosen word that was totally unrelated to the target picture name except the
same first phoneme (e.g., lung-<LEAF>; cough-<CAMEL».

Three sets of

materials were constructed, so that each target picture appeared once in each set but each
time in a different condition. Different groups of subjects were used for each set of
materials. Each subject received all six experimental conditions and saw 96 target
pictures, 16 from each condition, with masked primes.
Procedure. The procedure is the same as that of Experiment 1.

Results
Mean picture naming latencies and error rates are shown in Table 3. Overall, there
was a significant main effect of priming condition, minF(2, 134)= 14.41,p<0.OO1; and
a significant effect of neighborhood density, minF(1, 110)=3.52, p=0.06; both the
subject analysis and the item analysis were significant, F1(1, 24)=26.02, p<0.OO1, and
F2(1, 90)=4.07, p<0.05. There was also an overall significant interaction between
these effects in the subject analysis, F1(2, 48)=3.62, p<0.05, and the item analysis,
F2(2, 180)=3.06, p<0.05; although the more conservative minF value failed to reach
significance, minF(2, 167)=1.66, p>O.1.
Considering first the repetition priming effect. The picture naming times were faster
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(703 ms) if they were immediately preceded by the identical primes than if they were not
(810 ms); this effect was highly significa:lt, minF' (1 , 53)=20.94, p<O.OOOI. There was
also a significant main effect of neighborhood density; pictures with high-density names
were named faster (723 ms) than were pictures with low-density names (790 ms),
minF(l, 114)=5.40, p<0.05. However, there was no significant interaction between
these main effects; the repetition priming for low-density names (133 ms) was slightly
larger than the effect for high-density names (81 ms), minF'(l, 98)=1.37, p>0.2; both
the subject analysis and the item analysis were not significant, F1(1, 24)=3.65, p>0.05;
n(1, 90)=2.20, p>O.1.

For the form-related priming effect, the picture naming times were also faster (767
ms) if they were immediately preceded by the form-related primes than if they were not
(810 ms); this effect was significant, minF'(1, 96)=6.25, p<0.02. The effect of
neighborhood density was not significant for both minF and the item analysis, minF(l,
103)=3.03, p>0.05, and n(l, 90)=3.28, p>0.05, except for the subjects analysis,
F1(1, 24)=39.34, p<O.OOI. However, the interaction between these main effects was

significant in both the subjects and item analyses, FI(l, 24)=5.18, p<0.05, and n(l,
90)=6.71, p<0.02; although the more conservative minF' value was not significant,

minF(l, 65)=2.92, p>0.05. Separate analyses were carried out on the form-priming
effect for two halves of target pictures with high-density and low-density names; there
was a significant form-priming for target pictures with low-density names, minF(l,
55)=6.57, p<0.02; whereas there was no form-priming for target pictures with high-
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density names, minF < 1.
Analysis of the overall error rates shows a higher error rate for low-density names,
minF(l, 104)=5.97, p<0.02; and there was a significant reduction of error rates for
target pictures preceded by identical and form-related primes, minF(2, 148)=5.48,
p<O.OI. However, the Density

x Priming interaction was not significant; minF' < 1.

Discussion
The results of this experiment confirm the finding of Experiment 1 and Ferrand et al.
(1994a; 1994b) in showing that significant repetition effects can be obtained in picture
naming tasks even when the prime is heavily masked and is unavailable for conscious
report. In addition, these results suggest that the nature of the masked priming effect is
the same across different tasks, such as lexical decision tasks (Forster & Davis, 1984;
Forster et al., 1987), naming tasks (Forster & Davis, 1991), semantic categorization
tasks (Forster, 1985), and word-stem/word-fragment completion tasks (Forster, Booker,
Schacter, & Davis, 1990; Xing, 1993). That is, the brief exposure of a printed name is
sufficient for the lexical entry corresponding to the word to be accessed, which induces
a short-term modification of the state of the entry in the lexicon, so that picture naming
is facilitated by changing accessibility of its lexical entry.
It is worthy of noting that the neighborhood density is highly correlated with the word-

frequency in this experiment, that is, low-density names tend to have lower frequencies
(the mean is 23 per million), and high-density names tend to have higher frequencies (the
mean is 68 per million). The fact that equal repetition effects were observed for both
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high- and low-density picture names suggests that the repetition effects are independent
of word-frequency. This pattern is comparable with that of Experiment 1 and what
Forster and Davis (1984) found in a lexical decision task, namely, equal repetition
priming effects were observed for both high- and low-frequency words, suggesting that
the priming effects occur as a result of changing the accessibility of the same lexical
entry, which is independent of searching time for the entry.
However, the masked form-priming effect in this experiment was highly constrained
by neighborhood density, namely, form-related primes only facilitated naming pictures
with low-density names. This pattern of results confirms the density constraint on formpriming effects found in lexical decision tasks (Forster, 1987; Forster et al., 1987) and
naming tasks (Forster & Davis, 1991), and suggests that the form-priming effect occurs
only for picture names that have few orthographic neighbors, and hence are located in
low-density regions of the lexicon. These results confirm the prediction on masked formpriming effects in picture naming and the neighborhood density constraint on the formpriming effect in demonstrating that a masked form-related prime in low-density regions
of the lexicon (e.g., cage!) is capable of opening the entry for the target picture (e.g.,
< CAMEL». Whereas a masked form-related prime (e.g., leab) is not capable of
opening the entry for the target in high-density regions (e.g., <LEAF».
If a phonological encoding process is necessary in accessing the lexical entry, then a

homophone or a pseudo-homophone would generate (or activate) the same phonological
representation as the corresponding word, so that they would have an equal capacity to
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access the lexical entry no matter whether it is in high- or low-density regions of the
lexicon.

It follows from this account that the homophone or pseudo-homophone

(phonological-identity) priming effects would be immune of the density constraint on
form-priming, and one would expect to observe an equal size of phonological-identity
priming independent of whether the target word is located in high-density regions (e.g.,
LEAF) or in low-density regions (e.g., CAMEL). The next experiment was designed
to test the phonological-identity priming in picture naming.
EXPERIMENT 4

This experiment used exactly the same target pictures selected from Experiment 3.
Primes in the phonological-identity condition were so constructed that they were always
spelled the same way as the target names except for one letter, and also they were
phonologically identical to the target names (e.g., lee!- < LEAF> ; kamel- < CAMEL> ).
As such, these primes had the same characteristics in terms of orthography as those in
the form-related condition of Experiment 3 (i.e., one-letter different from the target)
except for phonological identity, since the form-related primes in Experiment 3 were so
deliberately constructed that they were always pronounced differently from the target
names (e.g., leab-<LEAF>; cagel-<CAMEL». Due to this further restriction on
the phonological identity requirement, the total number of the target pictures was reduced
to 44 (22 for each of high- and low-density groups).
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduates from the introductory psychology subject pool
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participated in this experiment for course credit. All were native speakers of English
with normal articulation, and normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Design. The experimental pictures were 44 line-drawings of objects (see
Appendix C). Half of the pictures' names have a high N (Le.,

N~5,

and the mean

N =8.23), e.g., LEAF; and the other half have a low N (Le., N ~ 1, and mean N =0.45),
e.g., CAMEL. In addition, there were 10 practice pictures none of which appeared in
the experimental trials. The prime was either phonologically identical to the target
picture name but was one letter different from it (e.g., lee/- < LEAF>; kamel-

< CAMEL», or a randomly chosen word that was totally unrelated to the target picture
name except the same first phoneme (e.g., lung-< LEAF > ; cough-<CAMEL». Two
sets of materials were constructed, so that each target picture appeared once in each set
but each time in a different condition. Different groups of subjects were used for each
set of materials. Each subject received all four experimental conditions and saw 44
target pictures, 11 from each condition, with masked primes.

Procedure. The method of presentation and testing was exactly the same as in
Experiment 3.
Results

Mean naming latencies for the target pictures are shown in Table 4. The naming
latencies were 805 ms and 858 ms for phonological-identity and control conditions
respectively. This overall priming effect was significant, minF'(I, 61)=5.41, p<O.05.
The effect of neighborhood density (791 ms for high-N and 872 ms for low-N) failed to
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reach significant, minF(1, 43)=2.07, p>O.I; with the significant subject analysis, Fl(l,
22)=52.91, p<O.OOl, and the nonsignificant item analysis, F2(I, 40)=2.15, p>O.1.
There was no significant interaction between these main effects, minF < 1.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 4 seem to provide strong evidence in favor of the
phonological mediation account claiming that phonological encoding is a necessary
process in lexical access, since it was demonstrated that primes with the same
phonological representation could facilitate the target picture naming to the same extent
no matter whether they were capable of accessing lexical entries through orthographic
properties as shown in Experiment 3. In other words, the form-related primes seem not
to be constrained by neighborhood density any more to provide facilitation once they
were phonologically identical to the target names, as we found in this experiment that
form-related primes with high-N could enhance the picture naming latencies (55 ms
facilitation) almost exactly the same as those with low-N (51 ms facilitation) when they
had an additional property of phonological identity to the target names.
These results are in parallel with the finding by Ferrand et al. (1994a; 1994b) in
which masked homophonic and pseudohomophonic primes could provide facilitatory
effects to the target picture naming. They suggested that the presentation underlying the
masked priming effects in picture naming is a whole-word phonological representation.
Such a representation would be equally strongly activated by the corresponding word, a
homophone of that word, or a pseudohomophone of that word.

According to the
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interactive activation model of picture naming developed by Ferrand et al. (1994a), these
priming effects result from the preactivation in memory by the prime stimulus of the
phonological representation corresponding to the picture name.

The whole-word

phonological representation is then used to generate the name of the following target
picture, and the rapidity with which an articulatory output is constructed is assumed to
depend on the activation level of this phonological representation. It follows from this
model that it is the whole-word phonological representation that contributes facilitation
to the target picture naming, regardless of whether the prime stimulus is orthographically
identical or similar to the target name. As a result, the neighborhood density constraint
which is defined in terms of orthography is irrelevant to the phonological identity
priming.
However, it is possible to explain the phonological-identity effect in terms of the vocal
output system which is required by the picture naming task to generate a phonetic plan
and then execute it for the target picture (Levelt, 1989), rather than in terms of accessing
phonological representations in the lexicon. The Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon suggests
that the phonetic plans for words are not stored and retrieved as ready-made wholes.
Rather, they result from accessing and spelling out stored multi-level representations and
using these to address syllable programs.

This spelling out and addressing can

occasionally become confused, leading to slips of the tongue, which are as revealing for
the scientist as they can be painful for the speaker. Thus, a major task of phonetic
planning is to generate a string of syllables that the Articulator can accept and pronounce,
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and the eventual phonetic plan is a string of specified syllables, such as a syllable's
duration, stress, and pitch.
Following this assumption, it is hypothesized that a phonetic plan for the target picture
is generated upon the presentation of the masked phonological-identity prime, such that
the target picture naming is facilitated at the stage of phonetic planning process. This
could occur if such a phonological generation is an automatic (non-optional) process by
which the language system uses the Grapheme-to-Phoneme Rules (GPR) to generate a
phonetic plan for the target picture upon the presentation of the masked prime. In
particular, the process of phonetic planning is triggered upon the prime presentation and
will continue until the target picture is presented; If the target name has the same
phonological information as the prime, then the same phonetic plan for the prime can be
transferred to the target name. Otherwise, a new process of phonetic planning will be
triggered for the target picture with totally different phonological information.
Presumably, the phonetic plan can be generated by applying GPR on the prime or by
spelling out the phonological information retrieved from the lexicon for the target picture.
Now, what would happen if the vocal output system fails to trigger a new phonetic
planning when target name has different phonological information from the prime? It is
very likely that the phonetic plan for the prime will be mistakenly applied for the target
name, such that the Articulator will execute the phonetic plan of the prime for the target
picture. Our error data of picture naming demonstrate that subjects were occasionally
attempting to pronounce the prime instead of the target. The finding by Forster and
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Davis (1991) had previously shown that naming responses to a target word are faster if
the preceding masked prime begins with the same onset (e.g., belly-BREAK vs. merryBREAK), even though this is the only overlap between the prime and the target. This
effect could be interpreted as a result of the onset overlap that facilitates the target
naming by assembling at least the pronunciation of the initial segment of the naming
response in advance. No such effect would be expected, however, if the partial overlap
is not at the beginning, since once the vocal output system detects that the target has a
different onset it will trigger a brand new process to generate a phonetic plan for the
target. This issue deserves further investigations which is, however, beyond the scope
of this paper, as we maintained the same onset across all conditions.
This hypothesis explains the facilitatory effect of phonological-identity primes as a
result of the prime generating a phonetic plan for the Articulator in naming the target
picture. This is consistent with the view that there exist at least one (e.g., Seidenberg
& McClelland, 1989) and perhaps two (e.g., Coltheart, 1985) more direct routes from

orthography to phonology via the morpheme-phoneme mapping rules.

Thus, the

phonological-identity priming effect may be attributed to the phonological encoding
process which translated a visual prime directly into a phonological code without
necessarily accessing its stored phonological representation in the mental lexicon.
Apparently, this effect is not lexical per se, it is articulatory facilitation and thus is not
constrained by the orthographic neighborhood density. Experiment 5 was designed to
test this hypothesis.
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EXPERIMENT 5

One way to test the hypothesis of articulatory facilitation in picture naming is to use
another picture processing task that requires all the same processes as in picture naming
except for articulation. The picture-name verification task could be such a candidate, in
which subjects are asked to make their decisions on the matches of pictures and words
by pressing YES or NO response key. It is assumed that subjects would process both
pictures and words at the lexical level to complete this task. Obviously, making a
manual response to verify a picture-name match does not require invoivement of the
vocal output system, and therefore, the phonological codes generated directly from
masked primes would be prevented from having any effects on the articulation in this
task.
In the picture-name verification task, subjects are presented with a sequence of four
visual stimuli shown in Figure 5. The first and the third items are strings of hash marks
and dollar signs that are designed to provide a forward and a backward mask for the
second item (the ?rime), which is presented for 50 ms. Both masks are presented for
500 ms so that subjects are unable to report the prime's identity. Finally, the test item
always consists of a picture and a name (matched or unmatched with the picture) with
the picture being located in the upper pc~ition and the name in the lower position. Upon
presentation of a test item, subjects are asked to respond by pressing YES or NO key as
quickly and as correctly as possible whether there is a match between the picture and the
name. It is assumed that to make such a decision the subject has to recognize the
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picture, analyze its semantic features to some categories, and retrieve its name, then
compares the retrieved name with the target name. Positive "YES" responses on matches
of the picture-name pairs would be facilitated from repeated accessing to the same lexical
entry opened by a masked prime.
However, this priming effect cannot be claimed unequivocally to arise only from
facilitation of the name retrieval process, since recognizing the target name could also
be facilitated. This could occur if subjects recognize the target name first and then match
it with the picture, rather than retrieving the picture's name first and then matching it
with the target name. One way around this potential problem is to change the way of
presenting the target name, that is, its presentation is delayed 500 ms behind the picture
so that subjects will see the picture 500 ms in advance. In this way subjects are
encouraged to retrieve the picture's name first and then to match it with the delayed
target name. Furthermore, the target name is presented with one or two letters missing
(e.g., h_rse) following the picture (e.g., <HORSE», and subjects' task is to make
decisions on whether there is a match between the picture and the fragment (Figure 6).
The rationale behind this task is that a fragment has to be recognized as a word or even
a picture's name by some kind of problem-solving mode of processing. For instance,
the subject might discover the missing letters by deliberate trial-and-error attempts.
However, this processing is time consuming and usually not successful, so that a more
effective (or may be the only) way to accomplish the matching task is to retrieve the
picture's name first and then match it with the fragment. Consequently, we could
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prevent the masked primes from facilitating the recognition of target names, and thus
provide an unequivocal interpretation of the priming effect obtained in the picturefragment verification task with masked primes.
This experiment used exactly the same set of target pictures as in Experiment 4, such
that the phonological-identity priming effect was tested on the same set of materials by
using two different tasks which are distinguished from each other in the involvement of
articulation. If the process of phonological encoding is required in accessing lexical
entries one would expect to obtain a similar pattern of priming effect in this experiment
as in Experiment 4, namely, an equally strong phonological-identity effect for both highand lOW-density target names. In contrast, if the process of phonological encoding is
only responsible for generating a phonetic plan to assist the articulator, one would not
expect to find any phonological-identity priming effect in this task which does not require
the articulation process, and would find form-related priming constrained by
neighborhood density.
Hence, this experiment was designed to test the phonological-identity priming effect
in the picture-fragment matching task. In addition, repetition priming was also tested in
this experiment in order to demonstrate that the picture-fragment matching task is
powerful enough to detect any priming effects. However, due to the limited number of
experimental items (Le., 44 pictures) that were used in Experiment 4, these two priming
effects were examined separately in Experiment 5A and 5B. In Experiment 5A the
repetition priming was examined in a 2 x2 factorial design; repetition (repeated vs. non-
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repeated) and neighborhood density (high vs. low). In Experiment 5B the phonologicalidentity priming effect was examined in a similar 2 x2 factorial design; priming
(phonological-identity vs. control) and neighborhood density (high vs. low).
EXPERIMENT SA

Method

Subjects. There were 24 subjects from the introductory psychology subject pool. All
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Design. There were 88 test items in total (see Appendix D). Half of the
target pictures and the primes were exactly the same as those used in Experiment 4 and
the target picture (e.g., <LEAF»

was always accompanied with the fragment

constructed from its name (e.g., le_t). Another half of the test items consisted of
additional 44 pictures as distractor items in which the target picture (e.g., < DEER> )
was always accompanied by an unmatched fragment constructed from a different name
(e.g., d_ck). Each test item (i.e., a picture-fragment pair) was preceded by a masked
visual prime which was either identical to the target picture name or totally different
from it except for the onset. Ten practice items were included none of which appeared
in the test items. Two sets of materials were constructed, so that each test item appeared
once in each set but each time in a different priming condition. Different groups of
subjects were used for each set of materials.

Procedure. Each trial consisted of a sequence of four stimuli; The first and the third
items were string of hash marks and dollar signs that is designed to provide a forward
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mask (#$#$#$#) and a backward mask ($#$#$#$) for the second item (Le., the prime),
which was presented for 50 ms. Both masks were presented for 500 ms so that subjects
were unable to report the prime's identity. Finally, a test item was composed of a target
picture which was presented first and remained on the screen for 500 ms, and a fragment
which was then presented below the picture, both of them remained on the screen for 1
sec. Upon presentation of each test item, subjects were instructed to make a manual
response (YES or NO) to whether there is match between the picture and the fragment
as quickly and as correctly as possible. They were also instructed to switch their focus
attention up to the screen center before they pressed the footpedal for the next trial,
which was necessary when subjects had to move their focus attention down to the
fragment in order to make a response. Reaction times were measured from the onset of
the target picture to the triggering of the subject's manual response.

Results
Mean reaction times for the matched picture-fragment pairs are shown in Table 5.
The reaction times were 1049 ms and 1082 ms for repetition and control conditions
respectively. This overall priming effect was significant, minF(1, 52)=6.43, p<0.02.
The effect of neighborhood density (1029 ms for high-N and 1102 ms for Iow-N) was
also significant, minF(1, 53)=8.58, p<O.Ol. There was no significant interaction
between these main effects, minF < 1.
Analysis of the error rates for the matched pairs shows that although there is a trend
toward fewer errors for repeated items (6.45% vs. 9.3%), this effect was not significant,
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minF(1, 61)=1.87, p>O.I; the subject analysis was significant, FI(I, 22)=S.80,
p<O.OS, but the item analysis was not, 1'2(1, 40)=2.76, p>O.1. Also, high-N items
tend to have fewer error rate (6.2S% vs. 9.5%), but this effect failed to reach significant,
minF < I. The Repetition X Density interaction was not significant, minF < 1.
EXPERIMENT SB
Method

Subjects. There were 24 subjects from the introductory psychology subject pool. All
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and Design. This was the same as that in Experiment SA, except that all the
identical primes used in Experiment SA were replaced by the phonological-identity
primes (see Appendix D).
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment SA.
Results

Mean reaction times for the matched pairs are shown in Table 6. Reaction times were
faster (1097 ms) if they were immediately preceded by the phonological-identity primes
than if they were not (1112 ms); this effect, however, was not significant, minF'(l,
48) = 1.15, p > 0.2; both the subject analysis and the item analysis were not significant,
F1(1, 22)=1.89, p>O.l; 1'2(1, 40)=2.92, p>O.5. There was a significant main effect
of density; high-density picture-fragment pairs were classified faster (1067 ms) than were
low-density pairs (1142 ms),minF(1, Sl)=9.81, p<O.01.

The Phonological-

identityxDensity interaction was significant in the subject analysis, FI(l, 22)=4.79,
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p<0.05; but notin the item analysis, F2(1, 40)= 1.64, p>0.2; the phonological-identity
priming effect for low-density pairs (30 ms) was larger than the effect for high-density
pairs (0 ms).
Separate analyses were carried out on the phonological-identity priming effect for two
halves of the matched pairs with high-density and low-density names; there was a
significant phonological-identity priming effect for the matched pairs with low-density
names, F1(1, 22)=4.82, p<0.05; and F2(1, 20)=4.35, p=0.05; although the more
conservative minF value failed to reach significant, minF(l, 41)=2.29, p>O.1.
However, there was no phonological-identity priming effect at all for the matched pairs
with high-density names, both the subject analysis and the item analysis were not
significant, F1(l, 22)=0.0, p> 1.0; F2(1, 20)=0.09, p>0.5.
Analysis of the error rates for the matched pairs shows that although there was a trend
toward fewer errors for phonological-identity primed pairs (5.5%) than for the control
pairs (8.7%), and also a trend toward fewer errors for pairs with high-density names
(5.1 %) than for pairs with low-density names (8.9%), both effects were not significant,
minF(l, 56)=2.00, p>O.l; minF<l; with no significant subject and item analyses.
The Phonological-identity X Density interaction was not significant.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 5A show that picture-fragment matching was strongly and
reliably facilitated by the prior presentation of a masked identical prime, and the
repetition priming effect was independent of neighborhood density. Such a pattern is
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very compatible with that of Experiment 1 and 3, suggesting that masked repetition
priming in both picture naming and picture-fragment matching tasks is lexical in nature,
rather than a decision processing effect which depends upon specific task requirements.
Although these two picture processing tasks differ from each other in that articulation is
involved in one task but not in the other, they might nevertheless share the same
mechanism for the masked lexical priming effect. Namely, a masked identical prime
activates the lexical entry corresponding to the picture'S name so that retrieval processing
of the name would be facilitated due a short-term modification of that entry induced by
the masked prime. Therefore, repetition priming occurs as a result of the same retrieval
processing being necessary in both picture naming and picture-fragment matching tasks.
In Experiment 5B the same matching task demonstrated that the form-priming effect
was once again constrained by neighborhood density as shown in Experiment 3, and that
the additional property of phonological-identity would not provide further help when the
task was changed into a non-articulation task. Notice that both Experiment 5B and
Experiment 4 used the exactly same set of target pictures and primes, in which each
prime had two dimensions in relationship with the target picture; one was in orthography
(Le., form-related) and the other was in phonology (Le., phonological-identity).
However, these two experiments demonstrated totany diffcicnt pattern:; of form-priming,
one was not constrained by neighborhood density whereas the other was, depending upon
whether the articulation was required or not. In other words, when the picture-fragment
matching task was used in which the articulation is not a necessary component, the two-
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dimension primes acted exactly the same as those form-related one-dimension primes in
the picture naming task (Experiment 3).

These results strongly suggest that the

involvement of articulation is solely responsible for the phonological-identity priming
effect in picture naming tasks, which is not a lexical effect whatsoever and thus is
independent of neighborhood density.
Consistent with our articulatory facilitation hypothesis, the size of repetition priming
obtained in picture naming (Experiment 3) is larger than that obtained in picture-fragment
matching (Experiment 5A), i.e., 107 ms vs. 33 ms. Such a difference might be due to
an extra source of facilitation from phonological planning and articulation processes in
picture naming. As a consequence, the repetition priming obtained in picture naming
would be an additive effect of lexical accessing plus phonological planning and
articulation.
The present study extends our knowledge about the role of phonological encoding in
accessing the mental lexicon in the following aspects: First, the process of phonological
encoding is automatic and non-optional in naming. The results obtained in Experiment
4 are consistent with what Ferrand at al. (1994a; 1994b) found in a similar picture
naming task with masked priming procedure, where they found that the prior masked
visual presentation of the same phonological word form (i.e., phonological-identity in my
terms) facilitated picture naming independently of whether the prime was the same word,
or a pseudo-homophone, or a homophone. Subjects in both Ferrand at al. 's (1994a;
1994b) and our paradigm reported that they had little information about the masked
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primes or were even unaware of the primes, suggesting that the process of phonological
encoding arises automatically and non-optionally.

In addition, our Experiment 4

demonstrated another characteristics of the phonological encoding, namely, it was
independent of neighborhood density, suggesting that the phonological-identity priming
effect is independent of any constraint on orthography. It follows from this point that
any phonological-identity prime which has two or more letters different from the target
name would produce facilitation in naming. This issue deserves a further investigation.
Second, phonological encoding is necessary for articulation but not for lexical access.
The form-related priming effect was found to be constrained by neighborhood density in
Experiment 3. This is consistent with what were found in different tasks such as lexical
decision (e.g., Forster, 1987; Forster et al., 1987) and naming (e.g., Forster & Davis,
1991), suggesting that the density constraint on form-priming is a general property of
lexical access mechanism. However, no density constraint was found for the formrelated priming effect when the form-related prime was phonologically identical to the
target name, as shown in Experiment 4. The articulatory facilitation hypothesis assumes
that the articulation is solely responsible for the immunization from the density constraint
on form-related priming, and predicts that once the articulation is withheld in a picture
processing task such as picture-fragment matching one would expect to find the density
constraint on form-priming again. The prediction was confirmed in Experiment 5B, thus
providing strong evidenCe for the interpretation that phonological encoding does not
necessarily produce facilitation for lexical access but rather for phonetic planning and
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articulation. It would be very difficult to attribute the results of Experiment 5B to some
artifacts in the decision phase of the picture-fragment matching task, given that the same
task demonstrated very similar patterns of results for repetition priming (Experiment 5A)
and form-priming (Experiment 5B) as those observed in standard lexical accessing tasks.
Thus, from a methodological point of view, the masked priming technique combined with
picture naming and picture-fragment matching appears to provide a promising new way
for the study of basic cognitive processes.
Third, the facilitation effect produced by phonological encoding seems to be additive
to normal priming effects in naming. As shown in Experiment 3 and SA, the repetition
priming effect (107 ms) was larger when there is some additional process (i.e.,
phonological encoding of the masked prime for articulation) operating in a naming task
than that obtained without any articulation (33 ms) in a non-naming task (i.e., picturefragment matching).

The normal repetition priming would result from short-term

changes in the accessibility of the lexical entry of the target induced by the prime, thus
this is a purely lexical source of priming. An additional source of priming in picture
naming would be produced by the phonological encoding in generating a phonetic plan
for articulation.

This priming effect is not a lexical effect per se, but rather an

articulatory facilitation effect and is additive to repetition priming effects. However,
form-priming seems not to follow this postulation, that is, the articulation effect was not
additive to form-priming. As shown in Experiment 4, phonological-identity primes did
not provide larger form-priming to lOW-density picture names, rather they provided equal
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size of form-priming to naming pictures with both high- and low-density names. We
offer no explicit interpretation for such a discrepancy between additive of the articulation
effect with repetition priming and form-related priming at present, but leave it for future
studies. It appears that the processes of phonetic planning and articulation obscured
somehow the density constraint on form-priming (Experiment 4), and once the nonlexical source of facilitation was blocked in a picture-fragment matching task formpriming was constrained by neighborhood density again (Experiment 5B).
To summarize, the experiments reported in this chapter were designed to investigate
the role of phonological encoding in lexical access. I approached this problem by using
two picture processing tasks, that is, picture naming and picture-fragment matching, with
masked priming paradigm. In Experiment 3 I used a picture naming task and carried out
a 3 x2 factorial design; Priming conditions (Identical, Form-related, and Control) and
Neighborhood density (High and Low). Repetition priming (107 ms) was found to be
significant and independent of neighborhood density, whereas form-related priming was
significant only for pictures with low-density names (80 ms) but not for pictures with
high-density names (6 ms). Such a density constraint on form-related priming was
further tested in Experiment 4, in which the same task (i.e., picture naming) was used
but the form-related prime was added an extra dimension; phonological-identity to the
target picture. An equal size of form-related priming effect was obtained for both highand low-density names (55 ms and 51 ms respectively). Both form-priming effects were
significant and independent of neighborhood density. Experiment 5 was designed to
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distinguish which processing component (Le., lexical access or articulation) is responsible
for the elimination of the neighborhood density constraint on form-related priming. This
was done by using another picture processing task (i.e., picture-fragment matching)
which does not require articulation as a processing component. Such a comparison
between two picture processing tasks, one requiring articulation as a necessary
component and the other not, could be made by testing the same set of materials as in
Experiment 3 and 4.

Repetition priming (33 ms) was found to be significant and

independent of neighborhood density in Experiment 5A, which was compatible with the
results of Experiment 3, although the effect was smaller in size when the task was a
picture-fragment matching. In contrast to Experiment 4, the form-related priming effect
was no longer immune to neighborhood density in a picture-fragment matching task as
shown in Experiment 5B. That is, the form-related priming effect was significant when
the target picture has a low-density name (30 ms) but not significant when the picture has
a high-density name (0 ms).
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Chapter 4
TESTING AUTOMATIC SPREADING OF SEMANTIC
INFORMATION IN PICTURE NAMING
In the literature of memory organization of picture-word processing, it has been
proposed that both words and pictures are represented in a common semantic system
(Anderson & Bower, 1974; Bajo, 1988; Carr, McCauley, Sperber, & Parmelee, 1982;
Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy, 1977; Potter & Faulconer, 1975; Seymour, 1973; Snodgrass,
1984). An important feature of this model concerns the nature of semantic representation
for pictures and words. The sensory-semantic model (Nelson et al., 1977; Bajo, 1988),
for example, argues in favor of a common conceptual system for both types of stimuli.
Pictures and words both access the same semantic representation, although they differ in
their sensory features and access their semantic representations via different routes. If
both pictures and words contact the same semantic representation, then masked priming
effects obtained by using our

word~picture

paradigm could be argued to be a result of

recent activation of the semantic code. Specifically, the masked prime activates its
semantic representation after accessing its lexical entry, and thus provides enhanced
activation of the semantic code for recognizing the target picture. Hence, naming the
picture is facilitated due to accelerated processing of object-identification and its semantic
activation (prelexical effects) rather than speedup of its name retrieval (Le.,
lexicalization) .
Such a prelexical interpretation of the masked priming effect can be held only on the
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assumption that semantic activation from the priming word's node can spread
automatically, since the prime word is heavily masked and thus escapes the subject's
awareness. The concept of spreading activation has been widely used in cognitive
psychology (e.g., Anderson, 1976, 1983; Collins & Quillian, 1969; Collins & Loftus,
1975; Neely, 1977, 1991; Posner & Snyder, 1975). Based on the assumption that
semantically/associatively related nodes are "stored close together" (or connected via
strong links), activation in the priming word's node spreads to the nodes of
semantically/associatively related target, therefore reducing the time required for the
activation levels in those related nodes to exceed their recognition thresholds. A similar
assumption can be made when we represent words and their meanings at two separate
levels, that is, a word node has stronger links to its closely related semantic nodes.
In the literature on "semantic" priming of word production tasks, many researchers
have reported a facilitatory effect from a single semantically related prime (either a word
or a picture) preceding a picture to be named (Flores d' Arcais & Schreuder, 1987;
Henderson, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1987; Humphreys et al., 1988; Huttenlocher &
Kubicek, 1983; Irwin & Lupker, 1983; Lupker, 1988; Sperber, McCauley, Raigan &
Wei!, 1979). In these studies, however, the prime was usually not masked so that
subjects could recognize it, and even could name, categorize, or report the color of the
prime. Thus these semantic priming effects were exposed to strategic contaminations
(either visual, or auditory, or both) as I discussed in Chapter 2.
Carr et al. (1982) attempted to investigate the semantic priming effect in a picture-
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naming task when the related prime (either a picture or a word) was not consciously
identified and reported by the subject. They used a threshold-setting procedure for each
subject to reduce or eliminate the subject's awareness of the prime so that the subject
could not detect the relationship between the prime and the target. Their post hoc
analysis indicated that although both related picture and word primes produced significant
facilitation on naming picture targets, the size of the priming effect produced by word
primes seems to be suspiciously small (only 8 ms). Obviously, further experiments are
needed to address this issue directly with more powerful designs.
Perhaps the most severe problems for the interpretation of automatic spreading
activation are posed by masked-priming phenomena that differ for the lexical decision
task and naming task (e.g., Carr et al., 1982; Fischler & Goodman, 1978; Sereno, 1991;
Warren, 1977). Sereno (1991) investigated the associative priming effect by using the
forward masked-priming procedure in two tasks, namely, lexical decision and naming.
Strong facilitatory effects of prime words on associatively related target words relative
to unrelated controls were observed in the lexical decision task. However, data from the
naming task did not exhibit such associative priming effects. Although the priming effect
went in the expected direction, the difference between the related and unrelated
conditions was not significant. At similar SOAs but with slightly modified presentation
procedures, Fischler and Goodman (1978) found associative priming in a lexical decision
task, but Warren (1977) and Carr et al. (1982) observed no facilitation of naming
responses for associatively related stimuli. Because automatic spreading activation is
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presumably not under strategic control, its effects should not be modulated by differing
task demands. Such a discrepancy casts doubt on the account of spreading activation for
the masked associative priming. Nevertheless, this account deserves further investigation
in a naming task (such as picture naming) which requires lexical knowledge of targets,
compared to a naming task (e.g., naming a printed word) which does not necessarily
require accessing the lexical knowledge of targets (Coltheart, 1985; Seidenberg &
McClelland, 1989).
EXPERIMENT 6

This experiment was designed to investigate the issue of automatic spreading of
semantic activation by using a picture naming task with masked associative primes. In
the picture naming task, we assume a sequential stage model (Levelt, 1989; LeveIt et al.,
1991; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992; 1994) in which activation ofa semantic representation
of the object depicted in the picture is completed first and then processes such as name
retrieval and production occur (i.e., lexicalization). Thus, &ssociative priming could have
at least two possible loci to influence picture naming, that is, lexicalization and semantic
activation. The first possible locus of the associative priming was the major focus in this
experiment, whereas the second possible locus was tested in the next experiment
(Experiment 7). If there exists an automatic spreading of semantic activation at the
lexical level, then we should observe strong associative priming effects no matter whether
the prime is visible (i.e., unmasked) or not.

Methods
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Subjects. A total of 27 undergraduates from introductory psychology subjects pool
participated in this experiment. All of them had normal articulation and normal vision
or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and Design. The target pictures were 48 black and white line-drawing
objects selected from Snodgrass and Vanderwart's (1980) picture norms and were
preceded by primes in lower-case letters (see Appendix E). The prime was either the
same as the target picture name (e.g., ann- < ARM > ), or an associative word (e.g., leg< ARM > ), or a randomly chosen word that was totally unrelated to the target (e.g., dry<ARM». All associative words were selected from Postman and Keppel's (1970)
norms of word association. Three sets of materials were constructed, so that each
picture appeared once in each set but each time in a different condition. Each set of
materials contained 10 practice pictures none of which appeared in the experimental
trials. Different groups of subjects were used for each set of materials.

Procedure. The procedure was exactly the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
The mean reaction times and error rates in each condition are shown in Table 7. The
overall priming effect was highly significant, minF'(2, 100)=12.38, p<O.OOl. Planned
comparisons for each priming condition indicate that there was a highly significant
repetition priming effect, minF'(l, 52)=22.97, p<O.OOl; but no associative priming
effect, minF' < 1.
The results of this experiment are clear cut. Once again the repetition priming effect
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was obtained in this experiment, confirming that a reliable repetition priming effect can
be obtained in picture naming tasks with masked-priming paradigm. Similar priming
effects were obtained in Experiments 1 and 3. However, the associative priming effect
appeared to be non-significant in this experiment which contradicts the prediction made
by the automatic spreading hypothesis. The lack of associative priming leads one to
suspect the assumption that there exists an automatic spreading of semantic activation,
at least for masked primes. At this point I can only speculate about whether the lack of
any associative priming is due to either lack of power in picture naming tasks or to the
absence of any automatic spreading of semantic activation at lexical level at all.
Obviously, more research is needed to settle this issue. What is clear, however, is that
name retrieval for a picture was not influenced by masked presentation of a very strong
associatively related word. As we discussed above there is another possible locus at
which picture naming can be influenced by the semantic activation spreading of an
associative prime at the level of semantic representations. The next experiment was
designed to address this issue.
EXPERIMENT 7

Another way to test the automatic spreading activation hypothesis is to use the
semantic categorization task. In this task, a subject is given a semantic property and is
then asked whether a target picture possesses that property. Subjects in this task are
assumed to process the target picture at a semantic/concept level prior to accessing
lexical knowledge, and thus will provide data concerning the spreading activation effect
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at the semantic/concept level. Specifically, if the masked prime is capable of spreading
semantic information automatically from its lexical nodes to the target's semantic nodes,
then we should observe priming effect with this task.

Methods

Subjects. A total of 30 undergraduates from introductory psychology subjects pool
participated this experiment for course credit.

All of them had normal vision or

corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials and Design. Ninety-six pictures were used (see Appendix F) including 48
target pictures used in Experiment 6. Half of these pictures referred to natural objects
(e.g., chicken, nose, apple, star), and half referred to man-made objects (e.g., coat,
window, violin, pencil). Each target picture was preceded by a masked prime word
which either is identical to the target name (e.g., chicken- < CHICKEN>; coat-

< COAT> ), or associatively related to it (e.g. ,jood- < CHICKEN> ; hat- < COAT> ),
or unrelated to it (e.g., clouds-< CHICKEN>; vase-<COAT». All associative words
were selected from Postman and Keppel's (1970) norms of word association. Three sets
of counterbalanced materials were constructed so that each picture was observed in each
condition but each time in a different set. Different groups of subjects were used for
each set of materials.

Procedure. The method of presentation was exactly the same as in the previous
experiments. Subjects were asked to respond "Yes" to the picture if it referred to a
natural object, and "No" to the picture if it referred to a man-made object.
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Results and Discussion

The mean classification times and error rates for natural objects ("Yes" responses) and
man-made objects ("No" responses) are shown in Table 8. Considering first the results
for "Yes" responses, it can be seen that the repetition priming effect is -10 ms and the
associative priming effect is -6 ms. The overall priming effect is not significant,
minF < 1, both the subject analysis and the item analysis are not significant, F's < 1. As
for "No" responses, Table 8 shows a 18 ms repetition priming effect and a 17 ms
associative priming effect. However, the overall priming effect failed to reach significant,
minF(2, 112) = 1.13, P > 0.3, with nonsignificant subject analysis and item analysis,
Fl(2, 54)=1.80, p>O.I; F2(2, 90)=3.05, p>0.05. Analysis of the error data showed

no significant effects for either "Yes" or "No" responses.
Thus the data show fairly convincingly that the associative priming effect was not
obtained for both "Yes" and "No" classification responses, given that the task requires
the processing of the target picture at the semantic/concept level. Such a pattern of
results contradicts the automatic spreading account which predicts strong associative
priming effects. The failure to find a significant associative priming effect in this task
suggests that the lexical knowledge (semantic, orthographic, and phonological) of a word
entry opened by a masked prime is restricted to the lexical level, and thus would not
benefit any processing at other levels. As a result, no associative priming effect was
obtained in this categorization task.
A more unexpected result was that there is no repetition priming effect in this
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experiment, considering that Forster (1985, Experiment 5) obtained significant repetition
priming effects in a similar classification task. With respect to this point, it should be
noted that although both the experiments applied the same method of presentation, they
differed in the type of targets. In Forster's experiment, the target was a printed word
in upper-case letters, whereas in Experiment 7 the target was a picture.
difference between these

tWO

Such a

experiments might account for the different pattern of

repetition priming effects; that is, classifying a printed word requires lexical access to
that word first as a necessary processing and thus will benefit from any preactivation
induced by the prime; however, classifying a picture will not necessarily require
accessing its lexical knowledge so that the preactivaton induced by the prime will not
have direct influence on the picture categorization task, except that the lexical activation
(including semantic information) could spread automatically to the semantic/concept
level.
To summarize, the experimental results in this chapter demonstrate two major
findings. First, there is no automatic spreading of semantic activation at both lexical
level (Experiment 6) and semantic/concept level (Experiment 7), at least when the prime
is heavily masked and thus escapes the subjects' awareness. This result suggests that
masked priming effects obtained by using picture processing tasks (Le. picture-naming
and picture-fragment matching) are not due to any prelexical facilitation (i.e., at the
semantic/concept level) which helps the processes of picture identification and
classification, and thus dismisses any proposal concerning the pre-lexical locus of the
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masked priming effects observed in present experiments. Second, there is no repetition
priming effect evidenced at the semantic/concept level (Experiment 7), suggesting that
repetition priming effects observed in picture naming tasks occurred at the lexical level
rather than any processing level before it (like object identification and categorization),
provided that the same lexicon must be contacted during processing of the prime trial and
the target trial.
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Chapter 5

FREQUENCY EFFECTS IN SPOKEN WORD PRODUCTION
Oldfield and Wingfield (1964; 1965) found that the naming latency difference between
pictures in the more and less frequent halves of their list was 330 ms. Wingfield (1968)
attempted to obtain an estimate of the time required for visual processing/object
recognition in order to explore the sources of word-frequency effects on naming latency.
He examined the exposure durations necessary to recognize those pictures with the
highest and lowest frequency names and found differences of only 15 to 25 msec
(depending on whether a mask was used). That is, no frequency effect on the time taken
to match physically identical pictures (see also Bartram, 1976). He concluded that
naming latency differences could not be explained in terms of differences in the time to
recognize the pictures. However, as he pointed out, his technique may only provide a
measure of the time needed to extract visual information from a stimulus picture, not the
time to recognize it. It is quite possible that the recoguition process can proceed after
the picture was removed.
Recently, Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) used the same method as Wingfield (1968) in
his classical study and obtained the same results. In particular, Jescheniak and Leveli. .
used a picture recognition task to test whether object identification latencies would relate
to the object name's frequency. Subjects saw a word immediately followed by a picture.
Their task was to decide whether the word denoted the object in the picture and to push
a YES or NO button correspondingly. The results indicated that object recognition
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latencies for pictures with LF and HF names were nearly identical, namely, 442 ms for
LF and 436 for HF picture names. For the same set of picture materials, however, a
substantial frequency effect (62 ms) was obtained in their picture naming task.
A better measure of object recognition time in the absence of naming was used by
Potter and Kroll (1978; Kroll & Potter, 1984). They conducted a set of studies in which
they presented single pictures depicting real- or pseudo-objects in a task parallel to a
lexical decision task. Retrieval and articulation of picture names were not required in
this task; subjects simply indicated whether or not a picture depicts a real object. Of
course the judgment of whether a pictured object is real or not does not necessarily
require categorization of that pictured object as an apple, a dog, and so on, as does
naming it. Because the effect of frequency on object decision time in their study (only
24 msec) was comparable to that of Wingfield (1968) and was such a small proportion
of Oldfield and Wingfield's (1964; 1965) naming effect, it certainly suggests that
frequency differences mainly affect name retrieval and/or articulation time.
Huttenlocher and Kubicek (1983) found that the naming responses to the pictures with
high-frequency names were significantly faster than to those with low-frequency names,
but the interaction of frequency and relatedness was not significant. This result, recently
replicated by Humphreys, Riddoch, and Quinlan (1988), suggests that relatedness affects
primarily object recognition, whereas frequency affects primarily name retrieval. For
instance, semantic priming may facilitate access to an object's semantic representation,
whereas word-frequency affects access to its phonological representation.
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Humphreys et al. (1988) also reported a case of a brain damaged patient with a picture
naming impairment, which led to the same conclusions as that drawn from their normal
subjects. The patient JB, involved in a road traffic accident, presented with a marked
deficit in naming visually presented objects, along with relatively intact naming of the
same objects by touch a'ld when auditorially presented with a definition. He also showed
a relatively good ability to make appropriate gestures to the objects he was unable to
name. JB's ability to access stored knowledge of object structures was assessed in an
object decision task requiring discrimination between line drawings of meaningful stimuli
and a series of meaningless line drawings. The results indicate that JB performs at a
normal level in the task, and that he appears able to gain normal access to stored
structural knowledge of objects. Two tests of JB's ability to access semantic knowledge
from vision were performed, that is, a picture-word matching task requiring the matching
of an auditorially presented word with one of four pictures and a cued definition task in
which JB was presented either with a line drawing of an object or with its auditorially
presented name, and he was asked a number of probe questions about the object. The
results suggest that JB's deficit in picture naming is due to a problem in gaining access
from vision to the semantic system, following intact access to the system specifying the
structural attributes of objects.

Finally, JB's naming performance is examined by

identifying whether category membership or picture name-frequency is a primary factor.
The results suggest that name-frequency was less important than category membership
in determining the accuracy of JB's picture naming. This conclusion is further supported
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by a qualitative analysis of JB's naming errors, and thus the difference in error type cut
across the effects of word frequency.
The conclusion that word-frequency does not affect semantic/conceptual processing
is further supported by what Riddoch and Humphreys (1987) found in a picture
classification task. Subjects were given a choice of two category labels prior to the
presentation of each picture, and they had to name the correct category label as quickly
as possible following the picture presentation. Pictures of structurally similar items (e.g.,
< BEAR> or < DOG> as animal) were categorized more quickly than pictures of
structurally distinct items (e.g., <AXE> or <PLIERS> as tool) (652 msec vs. 772
msec), and there were no effects of picture name-frequency.
A frequency effect has also been found in phonological speech errors elicited by using
experimental procedures. Dell (1990) used an experimental procedure adapted from
Baars and Motley (1974), attempting to generate errors such as exchanges (vote

pass-+pote vass), anticipations (vote p:!Ss-+pote pass), and perseverations (vote pass-+vote
vass). It was demonstrated that high-frequency targets are less vulnerable to error than
low-frequency ones (Experiment 3; correlational analysis of Experiment 1). This finding
is consistent with what Sternberger and MacWhinney (1986) found in phonological
speech errors from spontaneous speech. Their findings, especially in Study 1, highly
constrain the way in which word-frequency can be encoded in language production.
Specifically, word-frequency must be encoded in such a way as to affect the access of
the lexical item. Likewise, Vitkovitch and Humphreys (1991) reported data on picture
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naming under speeded deadline conditions, showing that more naming errors occurred
in response to pictures with low-frequency names than in response to pictures with highfrequency names.

This pattern provides converging evidence that speeded naming

constrained the name-retrieval process, with low-frequency names suffering most because
they take longest to retrieve.
Retrieving the name of a picture can be assumed to reflect conceptual processing,
lemma retrieval, lexeme retrieval, phonetic planning and articulation (Levelt, 1989),
while reading a printed word requires only retrieval of the lex erne and articulation.
Word-frequency effects are substantially greater in picture-naming tasks than in wordreading tasks (Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983; Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965), hence these
authors suggested that much of the effect of frequency in production can be assigned to
lemma access (but see Balota & Shields, 1988).
Dell (1990) found a homophone effect in phonological speech errors, in which lowand high-frequency targets that are homophones of each other do not differ in error rate.
This result suggests that the low-frequency member of the homophone pair receives some
immunity to error from its high-frequency mate. More recently, Jescheniak and Levelt
(1994) replicated Dell's (1990) experiment in which they tested whether the robust
frequency effect arises in accessing the phonological form (lexeme) by having subjects
translate words that produced homophones. Low-frequency homophones behaved like
high-frequency controls, inheriting the accessing speed for their high-frequency
homophone twins. Because homophones share the lexeme, not the lemma, this suggests
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a lexeme-level origin of the frequency effect. Thus, Dell (1990) proposed that it is the
frequency of the phonological form of the word rather than that of the word itself that
influence its sound errors.

As such, low- and high-frequency targets which are

homophones to each other would have matched frequency of word forms, and thus would
not differ in error rates. The difficulty to this solution, however, is that frequency has
to be encoded at two levels, one for word forms (i.e., sound nodes) and the other for
words themselves (i.e., word nodes). This is not parsimonious.
Alternatively, it is important to note that in order to establish the word frequency
effect in picture naming tasks as a purely lexical effect instead of a vocal output
production effect, one has to demonstrate that the whole production process of a spoken
word, including phonetic planning and its execution (i.e., articulation), is irrelevant to
the frequency effect. Following Levelt (1989), it is assumed that by the time the lexical
entry has been accessed, during which the lemma has been selected and its phonological
word form has been retrieved, the vocal output system generates a phonetic plan and then
executes it for the target picture. The phonetic plans for words are not stored and
retrieved as ready-made wholes. Rather, they result from accessing and spelling out
stored multi-level representations and using these to address syllable programs under
specified context. For example, in connected speech, words often form coalitions with
their neighbors that lead to so-called resyllabification. Thus, a major task of phonetic
planning is to generate a string of syllables that the Articulator can accept and pronounce,
and the eventual phonetic plan is a string of specified syllables, such as a syllable's
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duration, stress, and pitch.
Supporting evidence have been provided by Balota and his colleagues (Balota, 1990;
Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Balota & Shields, 1988) in the domain of word-naming.
Balota and Chumbley (1985) used a delayed-pronunciation task to tease apart the impact
of frequency on word recognition from its impact on output processes. In the delayedpronunciation task, subject are given sufficient time to recognize the word and then are
presented a cue to pronounce the word aloud.

If frequency only influences the

recognition stage in this task, then one should not find a frequency effect after subjects
have had sufficient time to recognize the stimulus. Balota and Chumbley reported that
subjects still produced a significant frequency effect in this task, even though they were
given up to 1400 ms to recognize the stimulus. Because 1400 ms should clearly be
sufficient time to recognize a word, they argued that frequency must play at least some
role in the output production after words recognition. More recently, Balota and Shields
(1988) have replicated this pattern with a new set of stimuli that were better equated on
(a) beginning and ending phonemes, (b) number of phonemes, (c) number of syllables,
and (d) syntactic class. Interestingly, not only did Balota and Shields replicate the
delayed pronunciation frequency effect, but they also provided evidence for an impact
of frequency on the production durations of these stimuli.

Low-frequency words

produced longer production durations than high-frequency words. Thus, Balota (1990)
argued that frequency of usage has an impact on the perception of words, and on the
production of words as well.
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But lescheniak and Levelt (1994) did not obtain a reliable frequency effect in similar
delayed naming tasks, which seems contrast to what Balota and Chumbley (1985)
reported.

By using cue delays between 150 and 1,400 ms, Balota and Chumbley

observed (a) a substantial frequency effect of 44 ms (at the 150 ms delay) that dropped
to 18 ms at the longest delay when cue delays had been blocked; and (b) no reliable
frequency effect was obtained at delays longer than 900 ms when cue delays varied from
trial to trial.

lescheniak and Levelt exclusively used long (1,000 to 1,600 ms) delays

in their delayed naming tasks and did not cue delays. This might explain why they failed
to observe a reliable frequency effect, thus compatible with the findings by Balota and
Chumbley (1985) and Balota and Shields (1988). However, Jescheniak and Levelt (1994)
followed the argument made by Savage, Bradley, and Forster (1991) that there are good
reasons for the claim that any genuinely articulatory contribution should surface at these
longer delays, and that any effect at short delays is irrelevant for the issue at hand, since
at those delays subjects might still be engaged in preparing the utterance or the early cue
might interrupt the response preparation. Thus, only effects at long delays can provide
information about the contribution of articulatory processes.
A possible interpretation of this difference might be that during a delayed naming of
a word or a picture, a phonetic plan will be well prepared for long delays and thus highfrequency targets lose their advantages over low-frequency targets. Consequently, the
frequency effect would decrease gradually at longer delays and would disappear totally
at some points, such as 900 ms delay in Balota and Chumbley's (1985) Experiment 2 and
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800 ms delay in Savage et al. 's (1990) Experiment 3. In other words, the absence of
frequency effect at long delays in delayed naming tasks may suggest that the process of
articulation itself is irrelevant to the effect, but does not exclude the possibility that the
process of phonetic planning contributes to the frequency effect in picture naming tasks.
Thus, it is still an open issue whether the word frequency effects obtained in picture
naming tasks (e.g., lescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965; Experiment
1 in present study) are lexical in nature (i.e., lemma selection and/or lexeme retrieval)
or an output production effect (Le., phonetic panning and articulation).
In sum, the impact of word frequency on picture-naming processes could be localized
either at the name-retrieval stage (Dell, 1988; 1990; Iescheniak & Levelt, 1994;
Sternberger & MacWhinny, 1986; Vitkovitch & Humphreys, 1991), or at the output
production stage (Balota, 1990; Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Balota & Shields, 1988).
These two accounts differ essentially in whether word frequency influence name-retrieval
or name-production, provided that the former (referred to as the name-retrieval account)
is a lexical effect in nature whereas the latter (referred to as the name-production
account) is a production effect. The next experiment was designed to investigate the
locus of frequency effect in picture naming tasks.
EXPERIMENT 8

In this experiment, the locus of frequency effect in picture-naming tasks was tested
by using a picture processing task in which subjects were asked to complete all the same
processes as in a picture-naming task except the articulation. That is, in this task the
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subject was required to identify and classify the target picture and then retrieve its name
(Le., lexical access), but not to produce its pronunciation.

The picture-fragment

matching task introduced in Chapter 3 is such a candidate, which would provide quite
a straightforward comparison between the two different accounts on the locus of
frequency effect in picture-naming tasks. Test items were all selected from that of
Experiment 1 in which the size of frequency effect on picture-naming was 82 ms. Thus,
the name-retrieval account would predict strong frequency effects in the matching task
since this account assumes that word frequency constrains the name-retrieval process,
with low-frequency names taking longer than high-frequency names to retrieve. On the
contrary, the name-production account predicts no frequency impact on the matching task
since this task does not require a process to produce articulation.
Method

Subjects. A total of Twenty-two undergraduates from introductory psychology subject
pool participated in this experiment. All of them had normal or correct-to-normal
visions. None of them participated in the previous experiments in the present study.

Materials and Design. A total of sixty-four target pictures were used, all of which
were selected from Experiment I (see Appendix G). Half the target pictures have highfrequency names (above 40 per million, the mean was 119.6), e.g., <CHAIR>; and
the other half have low-frequency names (below 10 per million, the mean was 4.7 per
million), e.g., <APPLE>. The lengths of names in each halves were matched so that
high-frequency names had an average length of 4.72 letters, whereas low-frequency
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names had an average length of 4.84 letters. The matched fragment was always oneletter omitted from the target name (e.g., <CHAIR>/c_air; < APPLE>/-pple) and the
position of the omitted letter was randomly selected. Each target picture-fragment pair
was preceded immediately by either an identical prime (e.g., chair-<CHAIR>/c_air;

apple-<APPLE>/-pple), or an unrelated word (e.g., coach-<CHAIR>/c_air; about< APPLE> /-pple). An equal number of target pictures with unmatched fragments were
included as distractors. Ten practice items were used at the beginning of the experiment,
none of which appeared in the experimental trials.

Two sets of materials were

constructed, so that each picture-fragment pair appeared once in each set but each time
in a different condition. Different groups of subjects were used for each set of materials.

Procedure. The method of presentation of the picture-fragment pairs and the primes
was exactly the same as that of Experiment 5, and so was the procedure.
Results and Discussion
The mean reaction times and error rates for matched picture-fragment pairs are
presented in Table 9. Considering first the results of matched picture-fragment pairs, the
subject's "YES" responses on the matched pairs with high-frequency names (1068 ms)
were faster than the matched pairs with low-frequency names (1093 ms). However, this
frequency effect (25 ms) failed to reach significance, minF(l, 79)=2.04, p>O.l;
although the subject analysis reached significance, Fl(l, 20)=8.58, p<O.OI, the item
analysis did not, n(1, 60) =2.67, P > 0.1. There is an overall repetition priming effect,
minF(l, 41)=6.25,p<0.02. The Frequency XRepetition interaction was not significant,
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minF < 1.

For the results of unmatched pairs, responding to an unmatched pair

benefited only 3 ms from repetition (1181 ms vs. 1184 ms). The repetition effect for
"NO" responses was far from significant, minF < 1. None of the analysis for error rates
was significant, minF < 1.
Of the most interesting results in this experiment, a non-significant frequency effect
(25 ms) was obtained when the subject was asked to respond with the "YES" key to
picture-fragment matched pairs. This frequency effect is comparable in size with the
results obtained in object-matching tasks (Wingfield, 1968) and object-decision tasks
(Kroll & Potter, 1984; Potter & Kroll, 1978), that is, 15-25 ms frequency effect in
Wingfield's (1968) experiments and 24 ms in Kroll and Potter's (1984) and Potter and
Kroll's (1978) experiments. Such a comparison suggests that even with an additional
name-retrieval process involved in the matching task this experiment did not demonstrate
further benefits for high-frequency names over low-frequency names. Thus, the nameretrieval process seems not to be constrained by word frequency in picture-naming tasks.
Compared with the sizes of frequency effect obtained in Experiment 1 (82 ms) and
Experiment 2 (84 ms), this experiment showed just a small proportion of the frequency
effect (Le., 25 ms), given that the stage of articulation process was excluded in this
experiment. Such a comparison may be more reasonable because these two experiments
used the same set of materials and two picture processing tasks which differ mainly in
the presence and the absence of articulation.

Thus, the presence of the stage of

articulation in a picture processing task (like picture-naming) seems mainly responsible
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for the appearance of frequency effect in picture-naming, adding evidence for the nameproduction account.
It could be argued that the picture-fragment matching task is an abnormal task which

somehow obscured the frequency effect, or it is lack of power to detect any effect
including the frequency effect. Let us consider the following facts. First, as far as the
subject's task in the picture-fragment matching is concerned, the target picture was first
presented on the display screen for SOO ms and the subject was encouraged to retrieve
its name as fast as possible.

Then a target fragment with one-letter omitted was

presented underneath the picture, and the subject's task was to make decisions on
whether there was a match between the picture's name and the fragment by pressing
"YES" or "NO". It should be noted that during SOO ms presentation of the target picture
its orthographic and phonological properties have been available, thus the subject would
not have much difficult in completing the picture-fragment matching task. Actually, the
average error rate in the matching tasks was about 7-8% in Experiment SA and SB, and
S.9% in Experiment 8. And no subject complained about the matching task for its

difficulty. Second, this matching task seems not abnormal at all since it has shown many
effects like those obtained in standard tasks, such as lexical decision tasks and wordnaming tasks. So there seems no reason to speculate that the picture-fragment matching
task is an abnormal task which obscured the frequency effect. Likewise, there seems no
reason to suspect the matching task's power since it has demonstrated many standard
effects like repetition priming effect (Experiment SA and 8), form-related priming effect
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(Experiment 5B), and further the neighborhood density constraint on form-related
priming (Experiment 5B).
To summarize, this section demonstrates that the robust frequency effects observed
in picture-naming tasks (Experiment 1 and 2) were severely weakened in a picture
processing task that does not require articulation process (Experiment 8), and thus
provides strong evidence in favor of the name-production account. That is, frequency
effect influences mainly output production processes but not name-retrieval process in
picture-naming tasks. This result is consistent with the view that frequency of usage not
only has an impact on the perception of visual words, but also on the production of
spoken words (Balota, 1990; Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Balota & Shields, 1988).
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Chapter 6

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The experiments reported in this dissertation investigated the process of lexical access
in spoken word production. We addressed this issue by using a picture naming task
which undergoes very similar processings as spoken word production. That is, (1) to
generate a thought or concept intended for expression; (2) to select an appropriate item(s)
for the thought or concept from the mental lexicon; (3) to retrieve its phonological word
form; (4) to generate a phonetic plan for the item in its context; and (5) to execute its
articulatory program. One approach to understanding lexical access in spoken word
production is to determine the locus of the effect of factors which influence lexicalization
processes. This locus can be established by prior production underlying prime processing
which converges with target processing at the stage of lexical item selection and/or its
phonological word form retrieval. Accordingly, we applied a masked-priming paradigm
in picture naming tasks to analyze the structure of the mental lexicon and the mechanisms
of lexical access.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that highly significant repetition priming effect can be
obtained in a picture naming task when the printed prime (i.e. the picture name) was
heavily masked and was unavailable to conscious report. In addition, the repetition effect
was independent of word frequency, namely, the same size of the effect was obtained
regardless of whether the target picture has a high-frequency name or a low-frequency
one.

However, a pattern of frequency attenuated priming effect was obtained in
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Experiment 2 when the prime was unmasked and was named about 10 minutes
previously, in which naming latencies of low-frequency pictures were reduced
significantly more from repetition than those of high-frequency pictures. Together, these
experiments showed that masked repetition priming effect is genuinely lexical in nature,
whereas the unmasked repetition priming effect is more likely to be mediated by nonlexical sources, such as auditory traces in episodic memory.
Experiment 3 demonstrated that (1)

th~

repetition priming effect was independent of

the neighborhood density of the target picture names, namely, equally strong effects were
obtained for HD and LD target names; but (2) form-related priming was highly
constrained by neighborhood density, namely, the effect was significant only for pictures
with LD names (80 ms) but not for pictures with HD names (6 ms).

However,

Experiment 4 showed that once the form-related prime was made phonologically identical
to the target picture, the form-related priming effect was no longer constrained by
neighborhood density. That is, equivalent form-priming was obtained for HD and LD
picture names (55 ms and 51 ms), both effects being significant. In order to distinguish
which processing component (Le., lexicalization or output production) is responsible for
the immunization from the neighborhood density constraint on the form-priming, another
picture processing task (picture-fragment matching) was used to test the same set of
materials as in Experiment 4. In this task, all the processing components are the same
as in the picture naming task except for vocal output production. Experiment 5A showed
that in the picture-fragment matching task, the repetition priming effect (33 ms) was
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significant and was independent of neighborhood density. In contrast with Experiment
4, Experiment 5B showed that the form-related priming effect was once again constrained
by the neighborhood density in the matching task.

That is, the form-priming was

significant when the target picture has a LD name (30 ms) but not significant when the
target picture has a HD name (0 ms). Together, these experiments suggest that (1) the
process of phonological encoding on printed words is automatic and non-optional in
naming; (2) phonological encoding is a necessary process for vocal output production but
not for lexicalization; and (3) the facilitation effect produced by phonological encoding
is additive to repetition priming effect in picture naming.
No masked associative priming effect was obtained in either a picture naming task
(Experiment 6) or a picture categorization task (Experiment 7). These results seem to
reject the possibility that the masked priming effects obtained in the present picture
processing tasks (Le., picture naming and picture-fragment matching) are due to
facilitation occurring at the semantic/concept level, which helps the processes of picture
identification and classification rather than lexicalization.

Experiment 7 further

demonstrated that no masked repetition priming effect was found in a picture
categorization task, suggesting that the masked repetition priming observed in picture
naming tasks occurred at the lexical level rather than any processing prior to it, like
semantic activation.
Word frequency effects were established in picture naming tasks (83 ms in Experiment
1; 84 ms in Experiment 2) in which the form complexity of the target names was
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controlled. However, the robust frequency effect disappeared when a picture-fragment
matching task was used in Experiment 8 and only a non-significant frequency effect (25
ms) was obtained for the same set of materials. This pattern of results suggests that
word frequency effect influences mainly vocal output process rather than name retrieval
process in picture naming tasks.
A MODEL OF LEXICAL ACCESS IN SPOKEN WORD PRODUCTION

According to current models, the production of spoken word involves three major
levels of processing (Bock, 1982; Dell, 1986, 1988, 1990; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991;
Dell & Reich, 1981; Garrett, 1975, 1976, 1980; Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Kempen &
Huijbers, 1983; Level, 1989; Roelofs, 1992; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992). First, there
are the processes of Conceptualization that guide the generation of so-called preverbal
messages specifying the concepts to be verbally expressed.

Second, there are the

processes of Lexicalization, which govern the retrieval of lexical knowledge from the
mental lexicon. Lexicalization may proceed in two steps: lemma selection and lexeme

retrieval. During lemma selection, a semantically appropriate lexical item is selected;
it is syntactically but not yet phonologically specified. During lexeme retrieval, the
item's phonological word form is accessed. Third, there are the processes of Vocal

Output Production, involving generation of a phonetic plan of the intended spoken word
in its context, as well as the initiation and execution of the articulation program, with
overt speech as a physical consequence (Figure 8).
Although the distinction between the three processing levels is now widely accepted,
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existing models diverge on the issue of whether these processes at different levels
interact. In a modular version of the model (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Roelofs, 1992),
processing at a higher level strictly precedes that at a lower level. The mental lexicon
is conceived of as a spreading activation network that specifies the semantic, syntactic,
and phonological properties of words. Figure 9 shows a somewhat simplified fragment
of the network. The network contains three layers of nodes connected by arcs which are
directionally labeled for their type only, but do not necessarily coincide with the flow of
information.

The top layer displays the conceptual stratum that represents the

propositional semantic system, as involved in cognitive activities such as reasoning. In
language production it provides a conceptual input that guides selection of lexical items.
Each concept for which there is a word in the language (i.e., each lexical concept)
corresponds to a node at this level. The word's meaning is represented by a set of
labeled links to other conceptual nodes. Within the second stratum, a lemma connects
to nodes that represent the word's syntactic properties, such as its syntactic category
(cat). its gender (gen), or its sub categorization features. A lemma's role is to mediate
between conceptual, syntactic, and phonological lexical information.

Finally, each

lemma node projects onto its associated lexeme node in the third stratum of the model.
At this level, the word's abstract phonological form is represented, in particular its
segmental content and its metrical properties (syllabicity and accent structure).
In an interactive version of the model (Dell, 1986, 1988, 1990; Dell & O'Seaghdha,
1991), connections are allowed for a bidirectional spread of activation (Figure 10). So,
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an activated word unit will tend to activate phonological units (top-down spreading) and
semantic units (bottom-up spreading). Activation levels are positive real numbers and
are determined by external sources and a linear activation updating function with a decay
factor. Lexical access involves the following steps: (1) The semantic units of the concept
to be lexicalized receive external inputs; (2) Activation spreads in an unconstrained
fashion throughout the network, as determined by the activation-updating function; (3)
The most highly activated word unit is selected. Selection entails the linkage of this unit
to the developing syntactic frame for the sentence and is followed by postselection
inhibition, setting the unit's activation to zero; (4) When the word is ready for
phonological encoding, it is given a triggering jolt of activation.

For multi word

utterances, the timing of this jolt is controlled by the syntactic frame slot the unit is
linked to. In the case of a single-word utterance, as in picture naming, it is assumed that
the jolt is supplied immediately on selection; (5) Activation continues to spread as before,
but because of the extra activation of the selected word unit, the appropriate phonological
units become significantly activated; (6) The most active phonological units are selected
and linked to slots in a constructed phonological frame, a data structure analogous to a
syntactic frame.
It is important to note that this spreading-activation model is, in a sense, a two-step
model of lexical access, with Steps 1-3 corresponding to lemma access and Steps 4-6
corresponding to phonological access. However, it constitutes an interactive rather than
a modular two-step theory. Because activation spreads continuously and bidirectionally,
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phonological units become active during lemma access and semantic units become active
during phonological access.

Hence, word selection (Step 3) can be influenced by

phonological information, phonological-segment selection (Step 6) can be affected by
semantic and other nonphonological information.
In another interactive version of the model (Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992), semantic
input and phonological form output are represented as patterns of activation across sets
of units representing, respectively, semantic and phonological micro-features. The
learning of familiar patterns within a domain, and of the associations between patterns
in different domains, occurs through the modulation of the strength of the connections
between units, both within (e.g., McClelland &Rumelhart, 1985) and between (e.g.,
Hinton & Shallice, 1991; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) domains, possibly via hidden
units (see Monsell, 1991, for a review). Words may not be represented explicitly in such
models, but word-specific associations between meaning and phonological form are
nevertheless represented by superimposed patterns of associations distributed across many
connections. Activation resulting from exercise of an input-output mapping decays
quickly. Persistent effects are associated with changes in the strength of the connections,
within or between domains. Such "weight" changes might have both permanent and
decaying components, as in McLaren, Kaye, and Mackintosh (1989).
INTERPRETING MASKED REPETITION PRIMING EFFECTS

Masked repetition priming effects were observed as reliable and significant facilitatory
effects in Experiment 1, 3 and 8. These effects, however, cannot be attributed to any
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processing prior to Lexicalization, since the masked prime (Le., a printed name) did not
share any physical features with the target picture and thus provided no assistance to the
processing of object identification. In addition, as Experiment 7 showed, no masked
repetition priming effect was obtained in a non-Iexicalization processing task (Le., picture
categorization), suggesting that the effect cannot be attributed to processing at the
Conceptual level.
Hence, the strong repetition effects observed in picture naming tasks have to be
attributed to processing at the Lexicalization level, as well as the Output Production
level. The loci can be pinned down more precisely by using a non-production picture
processing task (Le., picture-fragment matching).

The results of Experiment 5A

unequivocally showed that repeated processing at the Lexicalization level alone resulted
in a strong masked repetition priming effect. However, these results do not exclude
processing at the Output Production level from having contribution to the effects in
picture naming.

In fact, comparison of the sizes of repetition effects obtained in

Experiment 1 (51 ms in picture naming) and 8 (33 ms in picture-fragment matching)
indicates that repeated processing at the Output Production stage provided facilitatory
effects to the picture naming task. This speculation is further supported by the results
obtained in Experiment 4 and 5B for the same set of materials, namely, as one type of
repetition effect, the phonological-identity (but not orthographic-identity) priming effect
was independent of neighborhood density of the target picture names in a picture naming
task, but was constrained by the neighborhood density in a picture-fragment matching
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task. Such a comparison suggests that the output production system is solely responsible
for the phonological-identity effect. As such, the masked repetition effect obtained in
picture naming tasks is composed of a pure lexical effect and an output-production effect.
Let us now consider how current major production models interpret the masked
repetition effects. First, let us consider the Forster-Davis account of masked priming
(Forster, 1976, 1992a, 1992b). Within this model (see Figure 3), it is assumed that for
the masked prime of a visual word (name), there is (1) a very fast search process that
scans the orthographic access file, matches each entry to the stimulus, and flags all
entries that are close matches for the current stimulus; and (2) an entry-opening process
that operates in parallel with the first process, namely, as soon as a lexical entry is
flagged (or pointed), the entry-opening process begins. This process takes appreciable
time (say, 60-80 ms) to collect together all the widely distributed information about the
word that exists: orthographic, phonological, and semantic. As soon as an entry has
been fully opened (or accessed), the task related evaluation process begins. However,
the evaluation process is blocked by masking, so that the prime is never resolved down
to a single candidate and all entries opened by the prime remain open state for a short
period of time.
Accordingly, the masked repetition effect occurs as a result of repeatedly accessing
the same lexical entry during the picture naming task. Namely, during the entry-opening
process of the prime the lexical item has been selected and its phonological information
has been retrieved as well for the target picture, therefore, the vocal output system can
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begin immediately without waiting for the opening process to be carried out allover
again. Since during masked priming, the prime has changed only the accessibility of the
same lexical entry, rather than the search time for that entry or modification of the search
process itself, the repetition priming effect is independent of word frequency. In other
words, it is the state of the entry (i.e., accessibility) for the target picture, rather than
its relative position in the lexicon, that has been changed by masked priming.
Form-related priming, being a special case of repetition effect, occurs as a result of
cross-activation (or cross· opening) of the lexical entry for target picture (e.g.,
<HORSE» even though the entry for the form-related prime itself (e.g., house) is not
appropriate. Hence, during the masked form-priming, the entry for the form-related
prime itself has to be excluded first for its incongruity with the target. Then a search
process will scan all the cross-opened entries for a best match with the target, and the
search process is controlled by a decision deadline in a timed-response task. Once the
entry for the target picture has been found before the deadline is reached, the vocal
output system can begin immediately to produce a name. Due to an additional search
process for the target entry in the list of cross-opened entries, form-priming would be
constrained by the size of the candidate list (referred to as neighborhood density). In
particular, if the neighborhood density is low (say, only one or two candidates), then the
target entry will be found prior to the deadline and thereafter will provide more
accessible lexical information for naming production. In contrast, if the density is high,
the target entry cannot be found before the deadline is reached. Consequently, the entry
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opened by the form-related prime has no chance to produce a facilitatory effect for the
target picture naming. Such a pattern of form-priming effects being list size dependent
was exactly observed in Experiment 3; that is, form-priming was constrained by sizes of
the candidate list (i.e., high- or low-density of neighborhood). For masked repetition
priming to occur, no such a search process in the list of cross-opened entries is
necessary, and thus the repetition effect is independent of the neighborhood density of
the target, as we observed in Experiment 3.
In the spreading-activation model (Dell, 1986, 1988, 1990; Dell & Reich, 1981), a
criterion threshold is defined for each unit (either word-unit or phonological-unit), so that
if the activation level exceeds this threshold, the unit fires and inhibits the activation in
all other units. The output pattern in this model corresponds to what is called a localized
lexical representation, namely, there is a single output unit for each word. In the
interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985; Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992), the output pattern corresponds to distributed lexical
representations, namely, it might consist of activation in a number of different output
units, so that no single unit is identified with any single word. Although differing in
lexical representations, these models assume that activation levels are strictly a function
of the degree of match to the input, so that the output pattern will be maximal activation
in one output unit, and zero (or near zero) activation in all the rest. Accordingly, in
these models, the selection procedure for the output unit operates in parallel and under
the same mechanism, namely, strength of activation. In other words, only the most
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activated unit or pattern will be selected as the output unit.
For the spreading-activation model (Dell, 1986, 1988, 1990; Dell & Reich, 1981), the
masked repetition priming effect is readily accommodated by applying the strength of
activation mechanism, provided that we assume (1) that output unit discharge can occur
without the subject becoming aware of the stimulus, and (2) that we now assume that all
thresholds are reduced by the same amount. Thus, discharge of an output unit triggered
by an identical prime leads to a temporary reduction of threshold in certain amount, so
that the output unit receives more activation and reaches its threshold more rapidly,
giving rise to facilitation. Notice that the first assumption is necessary because the
repetition effect occurred even when the prime was heavily masked so that it escaped the
subject's awareness, which is very different from the case that the subject actually saw
the prime and produced a naming response to it as in Experiment 2. Equally important,
the second assumption is necessary because the masked repetition effect is independent
of word frequency, such that an equal amount of activation must be produced for highand low-frequency units, and therefore an equal size of facilitatory effect was resulted
in Experiment 1, 3, and 8.
However, the same logogen approach cannot be easily applied to account for both
masked and unmasked repetition effects.

Because in the unmasked priming case

(Experiment 2), low-frequency targets benefited far more from repetition than highfrequency counterparts, it has to be assumed that thresholds are reduced proportionally
according to different frequencies. Such a discrepancy would be resolved if we attributed
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the difference to the influence of episodic memory on the decision process in the
unmasked case, so that different threshold reduction mechanisms are applied; constant
reduction to the masked effect and proportional reduction to the unmasked effect.
But this resolution does not work for interpreting the masked form-related priming
effects constrained by the neighborhood density of targets as we observed in Experiment
3 and 5B. Within the framework of the production model using the logogen approach
(Dell, 1986, 1988, 1990), the masked form-priming might be simply treated as the result
of a temporary reduction in the discharge threshold for the target due to the fact that the
prime actually discharges the logogen for the target. To explain why form-related primes
do not always produce the same facilitation to targets with different number of neighbors,
one has to assume that the activation produced in any logogen is divided by the total
amount of activation produced across all logogens. Hence the amount of activation
produced in the target logogen by the prime will be inversely proportional to the number
of neighbors of the target, so that the target logogen with fewer neighbors will receive
more activation and will benefit more from priming. As the number of neighbors of the
target logogen increased, the amount of activation produced by the prime will decrease
to a minimum, such that the threshold reduction is eventually cancelled in the target
logogen. However, a problem arises, when one uses the proportional reduction account
to interpret the form-priming constrained by neighborhood density, but uses the constant
reduction account to explain repetition priming within the same domain of maskedpriming effects. It seems very difficult to accommodate these two threshold reductions
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within the same domain of effects (although it is not impossible), and the density
constraint on form-priming poses a serious challenge to the logogen approach.
In the connectionist version of the production model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985;
Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992), the knowledge learned
in order to produce input-output association can often influence the learning or recall of
other associations that depend on the same set of connections. In addition, when a new
association involves two patterns that are similar to patterns that have already been
associated, the previously learned associations can facilitate the learning of the new
association and in some conditions allow the system to respond appropriately to an
unfamiliar input (a process known as automatic generalization, Hinton, McClelland, &
Rumelhart, 1986). In particular, the result of this learning process is a change in the
pattern of connections that strengthens the association between meaning and phonological
form representations. The effect of these weight changes is to facilitate the system's
response the next time the same or similar association is encountered.
To explain neighborhood density effects in terms of the connectionist representation,
one might assume that in high-density neighborhoods, the excitatory and inhibitory forces
would become perfectly balanced, so that any tendency for cross activation (formpriming) to occur is cancelled by the inhibitory effects; whereas in low-density
neighborhoods, the inhibition is weaker, and therefore facilitatory effects are observed.
Similarly to the logogen approach, the connectionist version has to assume the
proportional way of changes in the strength of all connections in order to accommodate
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the neighborhood density constraint in masked form-priming.

Such that a stronger

weight would be generated in the strength of connections for targets with fewer
neighbors. For masked repetition priming effects (Experiment 3 and SA), however,
proportional strength changes seem not to be easily accommodated since the repetition
effect is independent of neighborhood density. Instead, one has to assume constant
strength changes for the interpretation of an equal size of the repetition effect obtained
for targets with either high- or low-density neighborhoods.

As such, the different

demands for strength changes within the masked priming effect domain creates problems
for the connectionist version of speech production model, resulting from attempting to
explain all phenomena in terms of the one mechanism, namely, strength of activation.
INTERPRETING MASKED HOMOPHONIC PRIMING EFFECTS

Let us consider first how these results are accommodated within the framework of the
interactive activation model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981).

In this framework,

within-level effects are inhibitory and between-level effects are primarily excitatory.
Thus, neighborhood density effects (as observed in Experiment 3) seem to be readily
interpreted as neighbors within the orthography-level acting as competitors and mutually
inhibiting each other. It follows that in high-density regions neighbors will produce more
inhibitory effects than in low-density regions. In other words, a target word with more
competitors will demonstrate more inhibitory form-related priming effects, since the
form-related prime will activate all the competitors which in turn will tend to inhibit the
activation of the node for the target word. Evidence in favor of this prediction has been
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provided by Grainger, Cole and Segui (1991) and Segui and Grainger (1990), who found
strong inhibitory form-priming effects for short words (4 or 5 letters), but only when the
masked prime was higher in frequency than the target. For primes of lower frequency
than the target, no effects at all were observed. In order to interpret such a pattern
within the interactive activation model it has to be assumed that the activation level
induced in the nodes for high-frequency words are higher than those for low-frequency
words, such that only competitors with higher activation level than the target can produce
inhibitory effects. However, the cost of making this assumption is to add a frequency
restriction to the general principle of within-level inhibitory effects, in which form-related
primes should not always produce inhibition.
The results of Experiment 4 demonstrate that adding homophony to an orthographic
relation between the prime and picture's name apparently produces a marked qualitative
change in the pattern of form-related priming effects.

There was no longer any

neighborhood density constraint on the form-related priming when the prime and picture
name were phonologically identical; significant form-related priming effects of the same
size were obtained for both high- and low-density names. The interactive activation
model offers no explicit interpretation to this pattern of results, except introducing a new
set of word units into the model, such as whole-word phonological units as suggested by
Grainger and Ferrand (1994; Ferrand & Grainger, 1994). Accordingly, there are two
distinct lexicons corresponding to phonology and orthography respectively and they
mediate access to semantic information (Figure 7). In such a dual-lexicon interactive
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activation model, the sublexical orthographic units and the sublexical phonological units
mutually facilitate each other and send activation onto their respective orthographic and
phonological lexicons. Within each of these lexicons connections are inhibitory whereas
between lexicons the connections are primarily excitation.
Thus a phonological code for the target picture can be preactivated by the visual
masked prime either via the orthographic lexicon, or directly mapping sublexical
orthographic units onto sublexical phonological units, and the target picture naming is
facilitated as a result of increased activation level induced by the prime. When the
whole-word orthographic representation suffers strong within-level inhibition (as in the
case of high-density neighborhoods) and the corresponding whole-word phonological
representation does not (as in the case when the prime and target are homophonic and
therefore have identical phonological representation, e.g., lee!- < LEAF» then the
phonological code for the target picture can only be activated via sublexical phonological
units.

Since for homophonic form-related pairs the mapping between sublexical

orthographic and sublexical phonological units is irrelevant to the neighborhood density
and they activate the same phonological representation for the target, the activation level
induced for corresponding phonological nodes of both high- and low-density neighbors
will be the same, and thus an equal amount of facilitation will be observed (in
Experiment 4).
Some support for this dual-lexicon interactive activation model has been provided
recently by Grainger and Ferrand (1994), who found facilitatory effects when primes
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were higher frequency orthographically related homophones of target words (e.g., realREEL), which is in sharp comparison with inhibitory effects of more frequent purely
orthographic primes (e.g., ride-RITE). The facilitatory effects are readily accommodated
within this model as an identity priming effect at the phonological representation level.
In addition, orthographically similar homophone primes (e.g., FOIS-FOIE) would
provide more facilitation than orthographically dissimilar homophone primes (e.g.,
QUAND-CAMP) as a result of excitation between whole-word orthographic units and
whole-word phonological units.
It seems that orthographically similar homophones should always produce more

excitation than orthographically dissimilar homophones, since the former induces extra
excitation between levels of whole-word orthographic representations and whole-word
phonological representations, as suggested by Grainger and Ferrand (1994). However,
what Ferrand, Grainger, and Segui (l994a; 1994b) have found was inconsistent with this
prediction. That is, the prior masked visual presentation of the same phonological word
form facilitated picture naming (e.g., <ROSE» independently of whether the prime
was the same word (e.g., rose), or a pseudohomophone (e.g., roze), or a homophone
(e.g., rows) and these priming effects were similar in size in terms of percent facilitation.
The advantage of the identity (both orthographic and phonological) primes in terms of
between-level excitation over the homophones and the pseudohomophones was somehow
cancelled. Likewise, in Experiment 4, the phonological-identity form-related pairs in
low-density regions (e.g., kamel- < CAMEL> ) did not show larger facilitation than those
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in high-density regions (e.g., leef-<LEAF», even though the former had an additional
source of orthographic excitation (or the latter had more orthographic inhibition).
In order to accommodate this discrepancy, one could set up more constraints on the
ways in which between-level excitation and within-level inhibition cooperate to activate
a lexical representation, since there is as yet no principled way to restrict a model
demonstrating certain behaviors. These constraints, however, would not be applicable
when the subject's task was changed to a non-naming (e.g., picture-fragment matching)
task, as observed in Experiment 3, which in tum would put more constraints on the
original constraints. It appears that no extant interactive activation model has general
explanatory principles that could be directly applied to the results reported in the present
study.
Alternatively, the homophone effects can be attributed to some strategies subjects
adopt to optimize performance in picture naming. For example, subjects could make a
naming response before the target picture's name has been found (reached a critical
activation level). This could occur if it is the prime presentation rather than the target
presentatjon that reaches a critical level of activation necessary for triggering a naming
response. Accordingly, homophonic priming effects are independent of orthographic
properties (such as neighborhood density and frequency) of the target in tasks that
subjects can respond on the base of a phonological representation (e.g., naming tasks).
However, when subjects are required to respond upon the target representation and the
response is not applicable to the prime in a task like picture-fragment matching, a
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positive response can be made only after the target's name has been found and thus
eliminating any strategies triggered by the masked prime. As shown in Experiment 5B,
the homophonic primes no longer produce any additional effects over the orthographic
effect, supporting the hypothesis that homophone effects obtained in naming tasks are
strategic effects adopted by subjects during naming tasks, namely, phonetic planning in
vocal output production.
Accordingly, the results of this study suggests that different mechanisms are
responsible for the effects. That is, masked form-priming effect is lexical in nature
which is constrained by properties of lexical access such as neighborhood density. The
masked homophonic priming effect, however, is not lexical in nature, but rather a
production effect resulted from the phonological-identity prime generating a phonetic plan
for the Articulator in picture naming tasks.
INTERPRETING FREQUENCY EFFECTS IN SPOKEN WORD PRODUCTION

The frequency effect in picture naming can be explained as a result of activation
spreading in a lexical network, in which nodes representing words and sounds are
assumed to be connected. All connections are assumed to be either bidirectional (Dell,
1986, 1988, 1990), that is, they allow activations to spread both forwards and
backwards, or monodirectional (Humphreys et aI., 1988; Vitkovitch & Humphreys,
1991), that is, they allow activations to spread only forward in a cascade fashion. There
are two assumptions about where to represent word frequency in the network.
Specifically, frequency could be coded shallowly, for example, in the weight strength of
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connections between words and sounds (or between semantic and name representations),
as suggested by Vitkovitch and Humphreys (1991) and Wheeldon and Monsell (1992).
Conversely, frequency could be coded more deeply in access to word nodes from higherlevel structures (Dell, 1990). The logogen approach to frequency effects in network
models associates the frequency of a word with a long-term change in the ability of the
node for that word to become activated (Morton, 1969). This was instantiated in
McClelland and Rumelhart's (1981) interactive activation model of word recognition by
coding frequency through variation in the resting level of activation of that model's word
nodes. Sternberger (1985) and Dell (1988) advocated this approach for frequency effects
in speech production.
In either case of shallow or deep coding of word frequency, high-frequency pictures
would be named faster than low-frequency ones, due to either stronger weights of
connections or higher resting level of activation for high-frequency names. However,
Dell (1990) found a homophone effect in phonological speech errors, namely, low- and
high-frequency targets that are homophones to each other do not differ in error rate.
This result suggests that the low-frequency member of the homophone pair receives some
immunity to error from its high-frequency mate. More recently, Iescheniak and Levelt
(1994) replicated Dell's (1990) experiment in which they tested whether the robust
frequency effect arises in accessing the phonological form (lexeme) by having subjects
translate words that produced homophones. Low-frequency homophones behaved like
high-frequency controls, inheriting the accessing speed for their high-frequency
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homophone twins. Because homophones share the lexeme, not the lemma, this suggests
a lexeme-Ievel origin of the frequency effect. If frequency is coded in the weight
strength of the connections between words and sounds, the homophone effect should not
be observed. This is because connections of low- and high-frequency member of the
homophone pair should have different weight strengths, and consequently, more speech
error should be committed in response to the low-frequency member.
The deep coding hypothesis, however, does not provide an obvious interpretation for
the homophone effect either, since studies comparing picture and word naming support
the claim that frequency effects in production are felt primarily at lemma access.
Retrieving the name of a picture can be assumed to reflect conceptual processing, lemma
access, lexeme retrieval and articulation, while reading a printed word requires only the
lexeme retrieval and articulation. Word-frequency effects are substantially greater in
picture-naming tasks than in word-naming tasks (Huttenlocher & Kubicek, 1983; Oldfield
& Wingfield, 1965; see Levett, 1989, for a review). It does not appear to be the case

that the frequency effects occur during the conceptual processing of the picture (Levelt,
1989; Wingfield, 1968), and hence much of the effect of frequency in production can
be assigned to lemma access. Assuming the logogen approach, one would then code
frequency by varying the resting levels of activation in the lemma nodes. Therefore,
Dell (1990) has to propose that it is the frequency of the phonological form of the word
rather than the frequency of the word itself that influences its sound errors. As such,
low- and high-frequency targets which are homophones to each other would have
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matched frequency of word forms, and thus would not differ in error rates. However,
a difficulty to this solution (Dell, 1990) is that frequency has to be encoded at two levels,
one for word forms (Le., sound nodes) and the other for words themselves (Le., word
nodes). This is not parsimonious.
Iescheniak and Levelt (1994) tested the empirical evidence for the locus of wordfrequency in production at lemma access by using a grammatical gender decision task.
In their theoretical model, gender is a property of lemmas; the gender node receives its
activation from the lemma node. If, as Dell (1990) suggested, the locus of the wordfrequency is the lemma threshold activation, one should find a robust frequency effect
in gender decision. Although a frequency effect was found, it dissipated under repeated
access to a word's gender. Iescheniak and Levelt (1994) called this the ephemeral effect
and interpreted it as a recency effect. They then argued that this effect cannot be
accounted for by a frequency-dependent lemma threshold.

Further, the locus of

frequency effect in accessing the phonological form (lexeme) was tested by having
subjects translate words from English to Dutch that produced homophones. The results
showed that low-frequency homophones behaved like high-frequency control, inheriting
the accessing speed of their high-frequency homophone twins. Because homophones
share the lexeme, not the lemma, this suggests a lexeme-Ievel origin of the robust effect.
Iescheniak and Levelt (1994) attempted to exclude articulatory contributions to the
word frequency effect by using a delayed naming task with varied cue delays. However,
their results are not unequivocal because in the naming task not only the processing of
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name retrieval is required but also the name production is involved. So, in order to
classify the word frequency effect observed in picture naming tasks as a purely lexical
effect rather than a production effect, one has to demonstrate that the whole production
process of a spoken word (including phonetic planning and articulation) is irrelevant to
the frequency effect. Such an effort to isolate the lexical contribution to the frequency
effect was successfully made in a picture-fragment matching task (Experiment 8) which
does not trigger the vocal output system at all. But the result turned out contrary to the
prediction made by Iescheniak and Levelt (1994), namely, the processing of name
retrieval was not constrained by word frequency in picture naming. Rather, the presence
of the stages of phonetic planning and articulation in picture naming was more likely
responsible for the frequency effect.
lt appears that neither of the two assumptions made within the framework of network

models could provide satisfactory interpretation to frequency effect in picture naming and
in speech errors. How could a serial search model (e.g., Forster, 1976) account for the
frequency effect in picture naming and speech errors? Within the search model of visual
word recognition (Forster, 1976; 1992a; 1992b), it is the orthographic access file that is
frequency ordered, but not the master file itself (i.e., the lexicon). The frequency of a
word merely determines the rank position of the word within the orthographic access file.
lt is assumed that search time is a linear function of rank, therefore a high-frequency

word has a higher rank position in the access file, and thus has a faster access time.
The semantic access file for speech production could be organized in some way we
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currently do not know so that its access codes are correlated with word frequency, or it
could be a linear function of word frequency. Garrett (1992) proposed that the semantic
access file might be organized in accordance with semantic fields, such as body parts,
clothing, color, etc. However, he did not find any frequency effects in the semantic field
errors, suggesting that the semantic access file cannot be a linear function of word
frequency. Furthermore, a major finding of Experiment 8 that name retrieval (i.e.,
lexicalization) in picture naming was not constrained by word frequency suggests that the
lexicon itself is not organized in accordance with word frequency.

As such, the

frequency effect observed in picture naming tasks is more likely to be localized at an
output stage, as suggested by Balota and his colleagues (Balota, 1990; Balota &
Chumbley, 1985; Balota & Shields, 1988) in the domain of word-naming.
One thing needs to be emphasized is that there a fundamental difference between
processes of phonological form (lexeme) retrieval and phonetic planning. A word is
internally structured at two levels, the morphological and the phonological. At the
morphological level a word is composed of one or more morphemes, such as roots,
prefixes, and suffixes. At the phonological level a word consists of syllables and of

segments, such as consonants and vowels. These two levels of organization contain a
multi-level representation of word-form properties and entertain complex interrelations.
Thus, the processing of phonological form retrieval is simply to access stored
phonological information of the target word and make it available to the vocal output
production system.

Whereas the phonetic planning uses the retrieved multi-level
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representations of phonological form to generate a string of syllables that the Articulator
can accept and pronounce. Syllables are basic units of articulation, which is context
dependent and is often a different syllabification than what is stored in each word's form
code (see Levelt, 1989, for more detailed discussion).
Another thing to be emphasized is that during a picture-fragment matching task, the
subject undergoes all the same processing stages (Le., object identification, conceptual
processing, and name retrieval) as in a picture naming task except articulation. To
perform the task, the subject must retrieve the orthographic properties of the picture
name from its lexical entry and compare them with the fragment.

Although the

phonological properties of the picture name could also be retrieved at the same time, they
are irrelevant in this matching task. Likewise, a phonetic plan could have been generated
along with the retrieved phonological properties of the target picture, but it would never
be used in the matching task.
Putting all together, the frequency effect in picture naming is most likely to be
localized at the stage of vocal output production, during which a phonetic plan is
generated and the articulatory program is produced. This is consistent with the view that
frequency of usage not only has an impact on the perception of visual words, but also
on processes involved in spoken word production (Balota, 1990; Balota & Chumbley,
1985; Balota & Shields, 1988).
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Table 1. Mean picture naming latencies (milliseconds) and percentage errors
(in parentheses) to high- and low-frequency targets preceded by identical, form-related, and unrelated masked primes in Experiment 1.

Priming Conditions

High-frequency

Low-frequency

Mean

Identical

horse-<HORSE> 708
(3.5)

apple-<APPLE> 783
(17.9)

746
(10.7)

Form-related

house-<HORSE> 739
(4.8)

ample-<APPLE> 812
(20.9)

(12.9)

human-<HORSE> 747
(6.4)

about-<apple>

846
(19.8)

797
(13.1)

Control
Mean

731 (4.9)

814 (19.5)

ne
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Table 2. Mean picture naming latencies (milliseconds) and percentage errors
On parentheses) to high- and low-frequency targets preceded by longterm primes of identity, form-related, and control in Experiment 2.

Priming Conditions

Identical

Hlgh-frequenc.y

horse-<HORSE> 737
(6.5)

Form-related

house-<HORSE> 759
(7.4)

Control
Mean

human-<HORSE> 749
(5.4)
748 (6.4)

Mean

Low-frequency

apple-<APPLE> 806
(14.6)

ample-<APPLE> 825
(19.3)

about--<APPLE> 865
(18.3)
832 (17.4)

772
(10.6)
792
(13.4)
807
(11.9)
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Table 3. Mean picture naming latencies (milliseconds) and percentage
errors On parentheses) to high- and low-density picture names
preceded by Identical, form-related, and unrelated masked primes
in Experiment 3.
Priming Conditions

Identical
Form-related

low-density (n<-1)

High-density (n>-5)

cameI-<CAMEl> 723

peaci1-<PEACH> 682

(14.4)

(8.9)

n6

peath-<PEACH> 757

cagel-<CAMEl>

(19.7)

Control
Mean

Mean

703

(10.7)

767

(9.5)

(14.6)

cough-<CAMEl> 856

press-<PEACH> 763

(21.8)

(13.4)

810

785 (18.6)

734(9.9)

(17.6)
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Table 4. Mean picture naming latencies (milliseconds) and precentage errors
(in parentheses) to Low- and High-density picture names preceded by
phonologlcal-Identlty/form-related and unrelated masked primes in
Experiment 4.

Priming Conditions

Low-density

High-density

Mean

PhonologIcalIdentity

kamel·<CAMEI.> 846

peach-<PEACH> 763

805

(19.0)

(12.9)

(16.0)

Control

cough·<CAMEI.> 897

prass.<PEACH> 818

858

(22.0)

(12.1)

(17.1)

Mean

872 (20.5)

791 (12.5)
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Table 5. Mean picture-fragment matching latencies (milliseconds)
and error rates (in parentheses) to Low- and High-density
picture names preceded by identical and unrelated primes
in Experiment 5A.
Priming conditions

Identity

Low-density
<CAMEl>
camel· ca..eI 1083
(7.6)

Control

Mean

cough - <CAMEL> 1120
ca..eI
(11.4)

1102 (9.5)

High-density

Mean

aell .<PEACH> 1014
p_ach
(5.3)

1049

<PEACH>
press - p ach 1043

1082

pe

-

(7.2)

1029 (6.3)

(6.5)

(9.3)
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Table 6. Mean picture-fragment matching latencies (milliseconds) and percentage
errors (in parentheses) to low- and hlgh-denslty pIcture names preceded
by phonorogical-identity/forrn-related and unrefated masked primes in
Experiment 58.

Priming conditions
Phonological·
Identity

Control

Mean

Low-density

High-density

Mean

kamel. <CAMEl> 1127
ca...eI
(6.8)

peach. <PEACH> 1067

cough - <CAMEl> 1157
ca...eI (11.0)

<PEACH>
press - p ach 1067
(6.4)

1142

(8.9)

p_ach

(4.2)

1067 (5.1)

1097
(5.5)

1112
(8.7)
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Table 7. Mean picture naming latencies (milliseconds) and error rates
(in parentheses) to picture names preceded by identity, associative,
and unrelated masked primes In Experiment 6.

PrimIng Conditions

Examples

Identity

finger - <FINGER>

681

(6.3)

Associative

hand - <FINGER>

771

(13.2)

Control

cast- <FINGER>

771

(8.5)

Picture-naming RT
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Table 8. Mean picture categorization latencies (milliseconds) and error rates (in
parentheses) to natural and man-made object names preceded by
identical. associative. and unrelated masked primes in Experiment 7.
Priming Conditions

Identity

Man-made

Natural

finger - <FINGER> 528
(7.9)

Associative

hand - <FINGER> 524
(7.7)

Control

cast - <FINGER> 518
(9.2)

Mean

523 (8.3)

Mean

coat - <COAT> 530
(6.9)

hat - <COAT> 531
(6.1)

vase - <COAT> 548
(5.6)

536 (6.2)

529

(7.4)

528

(6.9)

533
(7.4)
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Table 9. Mean picture-fragment matching latencies (milliseconds) and error
rates (in parentheses) to High- and Low-frequency picture names
preceded by identical and unrelated masked primes in Experiment 8.

Priming Conditions

Identity

Control

Mean

High-frequency

Low-frequency

Mean

bear - <BEAR> 1049
b_ar (3.7)

apple - <APPLE> 1078

bill _ <BEAR> 1086
b_ar {6.3)

about - <APPLE> 1108
ap_le
(7.4)

1068 (5.0)

apJe

1093 (6.6)

(6.3)

1064
(5.0)

1097
(6.9)
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Syntax

Phonology

Figure 1. A lexical entry consisting of a lemma and a
morpho-phonological form (Levelt, 1989).
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Semantic Access File

Phonological Access File

Orthographic Access File

Figure 2. The mental lexicon and its peripheral access files.
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Figure 3. Access the mental lexicon by a visual
word (Forster, 1992a)
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Figure 4. Picture naming with a masked visual word prime.
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Figure 5. Picture-name verification task with a
masked visual word prime.
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Figure 6. Revised picture-name verification task with
a masked visual word prime.
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Figure 7. A dual-lexicon interactive activation model
(Grainger & Ferrand, 1994)
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Figure 8. A Model of Lexical Access in Spoken Word Production.
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sense

isa
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sense
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scund form

sound fcrm

sound form

sound torm

sound form

Lexeme Level

Figure 9. Fragment of The Lexical Production Network.
Cat=category; gen=gender; isa=is an instance of; fern=
feminine; neut=neuter; rnasc=masculine. (Jescheniak

& Levelt, 1994).
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Figure 10. Lexical Network Structure in the Spreadingactivation Production Model (Deli, 1986, 1988,
1990; Dell & Q1Seaghdha, 1991).
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Appendix A

List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 1-2
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, form-related prime, identity
prime, target (in angle-brackets):

HF Picture Names
bill beam bear < BEAR>; hom hard hand < HAND> ; basic blush brush < BRUSH> ;
coach choir chair < CHAIR>; era eve eye < EYE>; think trail train < TRAIN> ;
world wheal wheel < WHEEL> ; cow cur car < CAR> ; leak laps lips < LIPS>; cure
chat coat < COAT> ; work weal well < WELL> ; itch icon iron < IRON> ; draw dusk
desk < DESK>; bye boy box < BOX>; dive doom door < DOOR>; get guy gun
< GUN>; human house horse < HORSE>; all aim arm < ARM >; taste trick truck
< TRU':K >; cry cut cup < CUP>; read rink ring < RING>; color elain chain
< CHAIN>; bus bid bed < BED>; free font foot < FOOT>; given grass glass
<GLASS>; wolve witch watch <WATCH>; shy sad saw <SAW>; mark moan
moon <MOON>; family finder finger <FINGER>; bite boom book <BOOK>; kid
keg key < KEY > ; dance dross dress < DRESS> ; tribe tacle table < TABLE>; sea son
sun < SUN>; text true tree < TREE>; busy bill ball < BALL>; bullet battle bottle
< BOITLE >; day dig dog < DOG>; weight winnow window < WINDOW>; neat
note nose < NOSE> ; low let leg < LEG> ; kodak krife knife < KNIFE> ; cruise chirch
church < CHURCH>; the ton top < TOP>; sauce shake snake < SNAKE>; hem hot
hat <HAT>; haven horse house <HOUSE>; bossy broad bread <BREAD>;

LF Picutre Names
about ample apple < APPLE>; ten tie toe < TOE>; verb vise vase < VASE> ; credit
cellry celery < CELERY>; gulf goal goat < GOAT>; act ace axe < AXE>; bingle
bitton button < BUTTON>; foam from frog < FROG>; mayor moose mouse
< MOUSE>; pace peer pear < PEAR>; centre cacrot carrot < CARROT>; giant
grove glove < GLOVE>; know kits kite < KITE>; oak oil owl < OWL>; coupe
cameo camel < CAMEL> ; ace any ant < ANT> ; zones zepra zebra < ZEBRA> ; void
vast vest < VEST> ; nine neil nail < NAIL> ; hush harm harp < HARP> ; charm cugar
cigar <CIGAR>; cinema cheery cherry <CHERRY>; down dunk duck <DUCK>;
save sick sock < SOCK> ; pot pie pig < PIG > ; phase parts pants < PANTS>; bumper
babaca banana < BANANA>; kidney kittle kettle < KETTLE>; seed swab swan
< SWAN>; dirt dill doll < DOLL>; exact easle eagle < EAGLE>; buying brouse
blouse <BLOUSE>; volume virlin violin <VIOLIN>; basal bloom broom
< BROOM> ; clue come comb < COMB> ; pizza peace peach < PEACH> ; study snarl
snail <SNAIL>; twenty tustle turtle <TURTLE>; mirror mockey monkey
< MONKEY> ; cortex canyon cannon < CANNON> ; screen slider spider
< SPIDER> ; teach tider tiger <TIGER>; radio rumer ruler < RULER> ; bright bletle
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beetle < BEETLE> ; frank fluke flute < FLUTE> ; hermit hunger hanger
< HANGER>; sell shed sled < SLED> ; cough crown clown < CLOWN> ;

Appendix B
List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 3
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, form-related prime, identity
prime, target (in angle-brackets):

HD Picture Names
bum balp ball < BALL>; busy bark bam < BARN>; bran beer bear < BEAR> ; blur
beal bell <BELL>; boil best belt <BELT>; bite bock book <BOOK>; bird boat
boot < BOOT> ; bind boil bowl < BOWL> ; bench blead bread < BREAD> ; crop cafe
cake < CAKE> ; curry click clock < CLOCK> ; cube coal coat < COAT> ; crow come
comb <COMB> crab cim com <CORN>; close cluch couch <COUCH>; climb
clown crown < CROWN> ; draw duch duck < DUCK> ; foul flat flag < FLAG> ; fuse
food foot < FOOT>; flea fore fork < FORK>; hook hind hand < HAND>; horror
hunger hanger <HANGER>; hush harl harp <HARP>; heavy houge house
< HOUSE>; kidnap kittle kettle < KETTLE>; lobe lasp lamp < LAMP>; lung leab
leaf < LEAF>; loud laps lips < LIPS>; lift loch lock < LOCK>; mail moan moon
<MOON>; marry moust mouse <MOUSE>; need naul nail <NAIL>; navy nosk
nose < NOSE>; pound pints pants < PANTS>; press peath peach < PEACH>; pure
peal pear < PEAR>; size spal seal < SEAL>; storm skeep sheep < SHEEP>; strap
spirt shirt < SHIRT>; sung shot shoe < SHOE>; swim slea sled < SLED> ; suct soch
sock < SOCK>; spot swar star < STAR>; spill stive stove < STOVE>; sort span
swan < SWAN> ; tough thain train < TRAIN> ; worth witch watch < WATCH> ; wrap
welt well < WELL> ;

LD Picture Names
actual anthor anchor < ANCHOR>; alarm atrow arrow < ARROW>; breadth basloon
balloon <BALLOON>; borrow barana banana <BANANA>; bishop beette beetle
< BEETLE> ; beware blouke blouse < BLOUSE> ; bronze buston button
< BUTTON>; cough cagle camel < CAMEL>; consul cirrot carrot < CARROT> ;
clause celtry celery < CELERY>; chill cham chain < CHAIN>; cruiser clicken
chicken < CHICKEN>; cotton chirel chisel < CHISEL>; cavity clurch church
< CHURCH>; catch cimar ciger < CIGAR>; device dinkey donkey < DONKEY> ;
essay easle eagle < EAGLE>; gesture goniIla gorilla < GORILLA>; glance guotar
guitar < GUITAR>; hungry hamper hammer < HAMMER>; knock knafe knife
<KNIFE>; locate ladler ladder <LADDER>; lotus lecon lemon <LEMON>;
laundry lespard leopard < LEOPARD> ; legible lomster lobster < LOBSTER> ; manner
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mockey monkey < MONKEY>; number neecle needle < NEEDLE>; output oringe
orange < ORANGE>; parent planut peanut < PEANUT>; plunge poncil pencil
< PENCIL>; poison peprer pepper < PEPPER>; patron priers pliers < PLIERS> ;
peace plano piano < PIANO>; phrase pitato potato < POTATO>; pattern pumskin
pumpkin < PUMPKIN>; rotate rablit rabbit < RABBIT>; seven strew screw
<SCREW>; snack spirt skirt <SKIRT>; sandy snall snail <SNAIL>; secure slider
spider < SPIDER>; taste tider tiger < TIGER>; terror timato tomato < TOMATO> ;
timber tustIe turtle < TURTLE> ; vacant virlin violin < VIOLIN> ; widow wagin wagon
<WAGON>; world wreel wheel <WHEEL>; wrench winnow window
< WINDOW>; zones zedra zebra < ZEBRA> ;

Appendix C

List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 4
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, homophone prime, target (in
angle-brackets) :

HD Picture Names
press peech < PEACH>; bind boul < BOWL>; curry klock < CLOCK>; crop kake
<CAKE>; cube koat <COAT>; crow komb <COMB>; crab korn <CORN>;
close kouch < COUCH>; climb croun < CROWN>; size seel < SEAL>; site sork
< SOCK>; lung leef < LEAF>; share sheap < SHEEP>; shaft shurt < SHIRT> ;
shed shue < SHOE>; horror hangor < HANGER>; truth trein < TRAIN>; flea fock
<FORK>; heavy hause <HOUSE>; marry mause <MOUSE>; navy noze
< NOSE>; lift lork < LOCK> ;

LD Picture Names
cough kamel < CAMEL>; bishop beatIe < BEETLE>; beware blause < BLOUSE> ;
consul karrot < CARROT> ; circus selery < CELERY> ; cycle sigar < CIGAR> ; essay
eegle < EAGLE>; parent peenut < PEANUT>; plunge pensil < PENCIL>; snack
skurt < SKIRT>; timber tirtle < TURTLE>; world wheal < WHEEL>; alarm arrou
< ARROW>; chile chein < CHAIN>; check chicel < CHISEL>; cheese chirch
< CHURCH> ; locate laddor < LADDER> ; patron pliars < PLIERS>; secure spidor
< SPIDER>; taste tigor < TIGER>; vacant vialin < VIOLIN>; wrench windou
<WINDOW>;
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Appendix D
List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 5
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, homophone prime, identity
prime, target picture (in angle-brackets) and matched-fragment:

HD Picture Names
press peech peach<PEACH>/pea_h; bind boul bowl <BOWL>/bo}; curry klock
clock < CLOCK> Ic_ock; crop kake cake < CAKE> Icak_; cube koat coat
< COAT > Ic_at; crow komb comb <COMB>/co_b; crab kom com <CORN>/cJn;
close kouch couch <COUCH>/c_uch; climb croun crown <CROWN>/cr_wn; size
seel seal <SEAL>/seJ; site sork sock <SOCK>/soc_; lung leefleaf <LEAF > lleJ;
share sheap sheep < SHEEP> 1_heep; shaft shurt shirt < SHIRT> 1_hirt; shed shue shoe
< SHOE> I_hoe; horror hangor hanger <HANGER>I_ang_r; truth trein train
< TRAIN> Itra_n; flea fock fork < FORK > ICrk; heavy hause house
<HOUSE>/h_use; marry mause mouse < MOUSE> Imou_e; navy noze nose
<NOSE>/n_se; lift lork lock <LOCK>/loc_;

LD Picture Names
cough kamel camel < CAMEL> lca_el; bishop beatle beetle <BEETLE>/b_e_Ie;
beware blause blouse < BLOUSE> I}o_se; consul karrot carrot < CARROT> Ic_rro_;
circus selery celery <CELERY>I_eIJY; cycle sigar cigar <CIGAR>/c~ar; essay
eegle eagle < EAGLE> I_agle; parent peenut peanut < PEANUT> I_ea_ut; plunge
pensil pencil < PENCIL> Ip_nc}; snack skurt skirt < SKIRT> Iski_ t; timber tirtle turtle
<TURTLE>I_ur}e; world wheal wheel <WHEEL>/w_eel; alarm arrou arrow
< ARROW> larro_; chile chein chain < CHAIN> Ic_ain; check chicel chisel
< CHISEL> Ic i el; cheese chirch church < CHURCH> Ich rc ; locate laddor ladder
<LADDER>CaddJ; patron pliars pliers <PLIERS>/pjer_; secure spidor spider
< SPIDER> I-pi_er; taste tigor tiger < TIGER> I jger; vacant vialin violin
<VIOLIN>/v_ol_n; wrench windou window <WINDOW>/w_ndo_;

Appendix E
List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 6
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, associate prime, identity prime,
picture (in angle-brackets):
dry leg arm < ARM >; drunk point arrow < ARROW>; peel farm barn < BARN> ;
menu sleep bed < BED> ; thaw read book < BOOK> ; laugh butter bread < BREAD> ;
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peril light candle < CANDLE>; hub gun cannon < CANNON>; need dog cat
< CAT>; edit god church < CHURCH>; grade smoke cigar < CIGAR>; inert time
clock < CLOCK>; fine sofa cough < COUGH>; limb king crown < CROWN> ;
marble window door <DOOR>; text bird eagle <EAGLE>; cast hand finger
< FINGER>; hush shoe foot < FOOT>; decree violin guitar < GUITAR>; poster
window glass < GLASS> ; odor head hair < HAIR> ; lakes nails hammer
< HAMMER> ; loop coat hanger < HANGER> ; risk home house < HOUSE> ; mimic
cloth iron < IRON>; gill lock key < KEY >; donor light lamp < LAMP>; east tree
leaf < LEAF> ; kin arm leg < LEG> ; clam sour lemon < LEMON> ; ivory tiger lion
< LION>; front mouth lips < LIPS>; goal stars moon < MOON>; neuter hills
mountain <MOUNTAIN>; odd rat mouse <MOUSE>; despot potato onion
< ONION>; flake paper pencil < PENCIL>; city harp piano < PIANO>; keel pork
pig < PIG>; defame pliers screw < SCREW>; fail shoe sock < SOCK>; log web
spider < SPIDER>; oxygen bright star < STAR>; pie hot stove < STOVE>; peace
chair table <TABLE>; fight track train <TRAIN>; poy car truck <TRUCK>; tea
stop whistle < WHISTLE> ;

Appendix F
List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 7
Items are listed in the following order: control prime, associate prime, identity prime,
picture (in angle-brackets):

Natural
clouds food chicken < CHICKEN>; odor head hair < HAIR>; dust bird owl
< OWL>; husk cold penguin < PENGUIN>; dry leg arm < ARM > ; pump hear ear
< EAR>; hush shoe foot < FOOT>; bullet finger hand < HAND>; kin arm leg
< LEG>; pony face nose < NOSE>; front mouth lips < LIPS>; cast hand finger
<FINGER>; neuter hills mountain <MOUNTAIN>; need dog cat <CAT>; frog
hump camel <CAMEL>; spot milk cow <COW>; single animal deer <DEER>;
sea cat dog < DOG> ; gas ass donkey < DONKEY> ; row sly fox < FOX> ; hook milk
goat < GOAT>; jet cow horse < HORSE>; keel pork pig < PIG>; helmet stripes
zebra < ZEBRA>; native cider apple < APPLE>; news peel banana < BANANA> ;
knee hill ant < ANT > ; essay sting bee < BEE> ; lap bug beetle < BEETLE> ; log web
spider <SPIDER>; invent rabbit carrot <CARROT>; ill cob com <CORN>;
bracket tomato lettuce < LETTUCE> ; odd rat mouse < MOUSE> ; despot patato onion
<ONION>; clam sour lemon <LEMON>; minor fruit tomato <TOMATO>; icon
moth butterfly <BUTTERFLY>; text bird eagle <EAGLE>; ivory tiger lion
< LION>; pill wool sheep < SHEEP>; goal stars moon < MOON>; foam tree bird
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< BIRD>; cup sky cloud < CLOUD>; paint water fish < FISH>; east tree leaf
< LEAF>; inch rose flower < FLOWER>; oxygen bright star < STAR> ;

Man-made
vase hat coat < COAT>; hook gown dress < DRESS> ; fine sofa couch < COUCH> ;
mice coat jacket < JACKET>; laugh shirt pants < PANTS> ; pin tie shirt < SHIRT> ;
girl wool sweater < SWEATER>; peril shirt tie < TIE >; quiz suit vest < VEST> ;
marble window door < DOOR> ; diary glass window < WINDOW> ; mimic cloth iron
<IRON>; gill lock key <KEY>; hobby beats drum <DRUM>; peel farm barn
< BARN>; decree violin guitar < GUITAR>; fortune strings harp < HARP>; city
harp piano <PIANO>; itch blow trumpet <TRUMPET>; ocean string violin
< VIOLIN> ; hub gun cannon < CANNON> ; clock shoot gun < GUN> ; oak cut knife
< KNIFE> ; menu sleep bed < BED>; thaw read book < BOOK> ; laugh butter bread
< BREAD>; fly sit chair < CHAIR>; edit god church < CHURCH>; grade smoke
cigar < CIGAR>; risk home house < HOUSE>; ring feet shoe < SHOE>; fail shoe
sock < SOCK> ; peace chair table < TABLE> ; fight track train < TRAIN> ; poy car
truck < TRUCK>; donor light lamp < LAMP>; father thread needle < NEEDLE> ;
defame pliers screw < SCREW>; pie hot stove < STOVE>; tea stop whistle
< WHISTLE> ; lakes nails hammer < HAMMER> ; poster window glass < GLASS> ;
loop coat hanger < HANGER>; flake paper pencil < PENCIL>; drunk point arrow
< ARROW>; peril light candle < CANDLE>; inert time clock < CLOCK>; limb
king crown < CROWN> ;
Appendix G
List of Picture Names and Primes Used in Experiment 8
Items are listed in the following order: control prime,identity prime, target picture (in
angle-brackets) and matched-fragment:

HF Picture Names
bill bear < BEAR > Ib_ar; hom hand <HAND>/ha_d; basic brush <BRUSH>/bru_h;
coach chair < CHAIR> Ic_air; think train <TRAIN>/tra_n; world wheel
< WHEEL> I_heel; leak lips <LIPS>llip_; cure coat <COAT>/c_at; dive door
< DOOR > IdoJ; human horse <HORSE>/hJse; taste truck <TRUCK>/t_uck; read
ring < RING > lri_g; color chain <CHAIN>/chai_; free foot <FOOT>I_oot; given
glass <GLASS>/g_ass; draw desk <DESK>/de_k;
wolve watch
< WATCH> Iwa_ch; mark moon < MOON> Imoo_; family finger < FINGER> lfi_ger;
bite book <BOOK>I ook; dance dress <DRESS>/d ess; tribe table
<TABLE>/taJe; text tree <TREE>/tre_; busy ball < BALL IbJI; bullet bottle
< BOTTLE> lbo_tIe; weight window < WINDOW> IJndow; neat nose
<NOSE>/n_se; kodak knife <KNIFE>/knJe; cruise church <CHURCH>/c_urch;

>
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sauce snake < SNAKE> Isna_e; haven house <HOUSE>I_ouse; bossy bread
< BREAD> Ib_ ead;

LF Picture Names
about apple < APPLE> Iyple; verb vase < VASE> Iv_se; credit celery
<CELERY>/ce_ery; gulf goat < GOAT > Igoa_; bingle button <BUTTON>/butt_n;
foam frog <FROG>/f_og; mayor mouse <MOUSE>/mo_se; pace pear
<PEAR>/pea_; centre carrot <CARROT>I_arrot; giant glove <GLOVE>/g_ove;
know kite < KITE > lki_e; coupe camel < CAMEL > IcamJ; zones zebra
< ZEBRA > lzebr_; void vest < VEST > I_est; nine nail <NAIL>/njl; hush harp
< HARP> Ihay; charm cigar < CIGAR> IcigJ; cinema cherry < CHERRY> Ich _rry;
down duck <DUCK>I_uck; save sock <SOCK>/s_ck; phase pants
<PANTS > I_ants; bumper banana <BANANA>/b_nana; kidney kettle
< KETTLE> Ike_tle; seed swan < SWAN > Iswa_; dirt doll < DOLL>/doJ; exact
eagle < EAGLE> le-Ele; buying blouse <BLOUSE>/bl_use; volume violin
<VIOLIN>/viojn; basal broom <BROOM>/broo_; clue comb < COMB >/co_b;
pizza peach <PEACH>/pea_h; study snail <SNAIL>/s_ail;
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